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1.

INTRODUCTION

Scientific observations of phase transitions and critical phenomena date as Tar
back as early nineteenth century ''. Early investigators in this Held include Faraday and
Mendeleev. However, thefirstaccurate experiment was carried out by Thomas Andrews 2*.
J.D. Van der Waals developed the first theory to explain the phenomena influidsystems 3 ',
only four years after the publication of Andrews results. His rather simple equation of state
(Sec. 2) not only predicted a separation of liquid and gaseous phases at lower temperatures,
but also a critical point in the pressure-temperature phase diagram, where the two phases
become identical and so remain at higher temperature*. Among the phenomena described
by Andrews, but not explained by Van der Waals was that most remarkable manifestation
of critical point transition called critical opalescence. After the early attempts by Einstein and Smoluchowski, this phenomenon was satisfactorily explained by Ornstein and
Zernike 4 ). In the early decades of present century, the phase transitions in ferromagnets,
the order-disorder phenomena in alloys and the appearance of spontaneous polarization in
ferroelectrics as welt as many other changes of state were observed and explained by mean
field-type theories *'.
The first classification of the phase changes is due to Ehrenfest •'. He characterized the phase transitions by the discontinuities in derivatives of the free energy. A first
order phase transition is defined as one in which first order derivatives of free energy are
discontinuous (Fig. 1.1). Such a phase transition is accompanied with the release of latent
heat as well as the "supercooling" and "superheating* phenomena.
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Fig. (1.1)
Free energy versus temperature at (a) a fint order and (b) a seeond order
transition.

phase

At second order phase transitions second partial derivatives of free energy are discontinuous, while the first order ones are continuous. However most of the phase transitions
do not in practice match the Ehrenfest scheme and display more complicated behaviours
than simple discontinuities. The anomaly of specific heat and the strong divergence of susceptibility of magnets near their Curie points are just two notable examples. Nowadays all
non-first order phase transitions are called second order or critical point phase transitions.
In the 1930's Landau formulated a general theory of second order phase transitions. The core concept of his theory was the concept of order parameter. Order parameter
is a measure of long range ordering in the system 7*. One such quantity is the magnetization of ferromagnetic systems, which distinguishes the ordered ferromagnetic state from
disordered paramagnetic phase. Long range order can also b e described quantitatively by
means of correlation function F(|r — r'\). In a magnetic system w e have spin correlation
function T{\r - r'\) = {S(r) • Sir1)) - ( 5 ) a , where S{r) is the spin operator at r. We would
have long range order when

lira

T(\r — r'|) / 0 . In the Landau theory a variations!

free energy, expanded in local order parameter, explains the system in both ordered and
disordered phases near the critical point (see Sec. 4). The novelty of the Landau theory lay
in the fact that it was capable of explaining diverse systems in a simple and unified fashion.
It also could accomodate the fluctuations and determine the correlation function. In this
respect it is equivalent t o the Ornttein-Zernike theory. More recent developments have
shown that one can extend t h e Landau theory t o include more complicated criticalities
(Sec. 4).
All mean field theories (Sec. 3) a s well a s t h e Landau and Ornstein-Zernike
theories are nowadays classified as "classical". While their qualitative description of the
phenomena is correct, they all err in their prediction of the critical behaviour of thermodynamic functions near the critical point. For example according t o all classical theories the
order parameter <$> vanishes according t o the power law £ - (Te - T ) p with 0 = \. T , is
the critical temperature. While as early a s 1000 Verschafelt had clearly shown that 0 = f
for C 0 2 . Measurement of 0 in a variety of physical systems have confirmed Verschafelt*s
conclusion (Sec. 2).
T h e celebrated exact solution of 2-dimensional Ising model by Onsager and the
subsequent work on 2 - and 3 - dimensional models advanced our general understanding of
the critical phenomenon t o a great extent (Sec. 3). To obtain more accurate critical temperatures and better understanding of the singularities near the critical point, the method
of series expansions was developed by Domb and others. A s a result of these theoretical
developments and the pioneering experiments on Xenon, CO% and MnFj, the investigators
were led t o consider the singularities of thermodynamic functions as power laws. The exponent corresponding to any of these functions is called its critical exponent (or index). A
careful examination of experimental and theoretical results reveals the universal character

of the phenomena near the critical points. The critical exponents depend only on certain
grow feature* of the system such as the dimensionality, the symmetry of order parameter
and the range oF interaction (i.e. whether it is of long range or short range), but not on
the details such aa the strength of couplings, lattice structure and the material (Sees. 2
and 3).
The attempts to explain the power law behaviour, the universality and certain
empirical relations among the critical exponents culminated in the so-called scaling hypothesis and homogeneity assumption: The singular part of the Gibbs free energy and the
correlation function are generalised homogeneous functions near the critical point (Widom
and others). Kadanoff then located the origin of the homogeneity assumption in the divergence of correlation length and the irrelevance of the scale of length at the criticality.
Kadanoff's work was the conceptual starting point of the modern theory of renormalization group as developed by Wilson and others (Sec. 5). Renormalization group theory has
established the foundation of static scaling hypothesis and provided us with the apparati
to calculate the critical exponents. In the laat fifteen years, the renormalization group theory has been transformed into a powerful approach to tackle the problems which display
some sort of universal behaviour. Numerical as well as analytical techniques have been
developed in regard to its applications, and have been utilised to study the more complex
critical phase changes as well as the dynamical phenomena near the critical point. Many
fields of research such as Kondo problem, percolation and related phenomena, turbulence
and chaotic behaviour as well as the quantum field theory, the original battleground of
the renormalization group idea have been enrkhed by recent developments in the theory
of phase transitions and critical phenomena. Considering the introductory nature of these
lectures we only discuss in an elementary manner some simple applications of renormalization group method in static critical phenomena and refer the interested reader to the
seminal work of Domb and Green *' and the references cited therein.

3.

CLASSICAL MODELS AND CRITICAL EXPONENTS

In this section we consider two classical models, exhibiting phase transition: Van
der Waals theory of the liquid-gas transition and Weiss theory of the ferromagnetic transition. We will make use of the following discussions to explain some of the basic concepts
in the theory of phase transitions as well as to define our notation.
a.

Van der Waals theory

Classical ideal gas undergoes no phase transition. In order to obtain a more realistic equation of state, J.D. Van der Waals assumed (1873) a gas of interacting molecules.
He argued 3* that the interaction should consist of two parts: a repulsive hard core and

a long range attractive tail. In the absence of interactions, we have aa ideal gas of point
particles obeying the equation of state pv = kBT, where v is the specific volume and kB
the Boltimann constant. The repulsive core just reduces the average volume available to
each molecule, v -* v ~ va. The modification due to the attractive potential in the ideal
law is a bit more subtle. It leads effectively to an internal pressure proportional to the
square of density p = J. Then we have
kBT ,

(2.1)

where a is a constant related to the mean potential acting on a molecule of gas. For a
given pressure p, Eq.(2.1) has one real root at high enough temperatures. At small T it
may have three real roots for certain values of p (Fig. 2.1). As the temperature is increased
these roots get closer to each other and at a certain critical temperature tc they coalesce
into one.
When T < Tc, Van der Waals isotherms have a smooth "wiggle". On the ascending section of the wiggle, around the middle root, thermodynamie stability is violated and
compressibility is negative. This is an indication of a separation of phases (low density
"gaseous* phase and high density "liquid" phase coexisting together). One can remove the
difficulty of instability by Maxwell's construction (equal area rule),

f

= /!£, — flQ •= 0

(2.2)

which guarantees the convexity of free energy, and the equality of the chemical potentials
HL and (IQ on the coexisting "liquid" and "gaseous* states.

As the critical point CP is approached the difference between the densities of
liquid and gas diminishes. At the critical point the two phases become identical.
Eq. (2.1) may be written as

where po = (^) and /J = (KT)'*.

At To, p = pc the roots coalesce, hence

{p - P.? = P*~ 3p2Pc + Sppl ~P1 = 0
and

9-

= -Po.
Then, in terms of reduced variables,
& c

- T
~a ~ T"*
P
i.

-+—*Fig. 2.1
Isotherms of a Van dtr Waats fluid near the critical point. Coexistence region, bounded by
dotted curve, it the region where liquid (L) and gat (G) eoexitt. AB it the unstable section.
The coexistence region of Fig. (2.1) is best represented schematically on a PT
diagram (Fig. 2.2). Here we have a coexistence line (CX) along which the liquid and
gaseous phases coexist. A transition from liquid to gai crossing CX involves latent heat
and therefore is of first order.
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(2.3)
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The Van der Waals Eq.(2.l) becomes
(2.4)

This is the famous law of corresponding states. It implies that if we scale the variables p,p
and T to their critical values, all the substances obey the same equation of state.
Now let us study the behaviour of Eq.(2.4) (supplemented by Maxwell's construction) near the critical point. Expanding Eq.(2.4) in T-l = Tfji = t and p-1 = ^ ^ = <ft,
we get

. liquid
\

S-

P

Pc

Now if we approach the critical point along the critical isotherm T = TB

which we write as
vapor

Fig. 2.2
Phase diagram of liquid-gas tysttm near critical point. Coexistence region is shown in Ike
lower diagram.

(2.6)

Now writing Eq.{2.5) for point L and G of Fig.(2.1) (T < 7*c), and subtracting the two
resulting equations, we obtain

(2.7)

b.

Applying Maxwell's equal area construction and using Eq.(2.5) we find
(2.8)
which expresses the symmetry of the boundary of coexistence region near Tc. Combining
Eq.(2.T) and Eq.(2.8), we obtain 4>i = 2|t| l / a , therefore when we approach Te along the
coexistence line as

Isothermal compressibility, KT - *(%£),, diverges at the critical point. Approaching from below

KT ~ r1',

y =1

(2.io)

Weiss theory of ferromagnettim

The analogue of an ideal gas in magnetic systems is a Langevin paramagnet: a
system of N non-interacting magnetic moments or "spins* (each associated with an atom)
in an external magnetic field H. In the absence of a field the spins are randomly oriented,
so there is no net magnetization. When an external field is applied, the atoms tend to
align themselves with the field and a net magnetisation is developed along the direction
of the field. The model is particularly simple when we consider "spin" variable with two
possible values st - ± 1 ; ^ = 1 if the spin is parallel to external field and a,- = - 1 if it is
antiparallel. Energy of the system is written as

Average magnetic moment per spin is given by

Now if we approach the critical point from above Tc along the critical Uochore (p =• pc),
= - 6 *= t

*» =

(2.15)

TT

Pc

KT~t~',

(2.11)

Finally we examine the behaviour of specific heat, C» = ( | f ) , , on the critical
isochore. U is the internal energy per particle. Based on the arguments leading to Eq.(2.1),
we may write
V = Uo - | p
(2.12)
for T > Te. Vo is the internal energy per particle of an ideal gas. Below Te we are dealing
with a two-phase system, a fraction x of which is in gaseous state. Approaching along
critical isochore, *= \. One then obtains "'

Eq.(2.15) is the analogue of the ideal gas law. Weiss, in order to explain the ferromagnetism
of iron and nickel, assumed that there exists interactions between the "spins" and these
interactions are the sources of an "internal" magnetic field. This internal field, much like
the internal pressure of Van der Waals, ia a result of cooperative behaviour of many atoms.
Now the effective field seen by each spin is
tt

=H

(2.16)

where
= Am

(2.17)

Here A is a proper constant. Hence, for Weiss ferromagnet
m = tanh[0(# + Am)]
C. = Co + 2apc/T. = Co + - fcB

(2.18)

(2.13)
(2.14)

According to Van der Waals theory, specific heat does not diverge at 7"c, but only suffers
a jump.

Eq.(2.18) can have one, two or three solutions depending on H and T, as can be seen from
Fig. 2.3. Critical (or Curie) temperature is given by PBX = 1. In order that Eq.(2.18) has
a unique solution for H ^ 0 we assume that m and H have the same sign. This assumption
is in a sense equivalent to Maxwell's equal area construction for Van der Waals fluid. The
dashed curve in Fig. 2.3 shows the rejected solutions.

10

Now we expand Eq.(2.18) for small H and m
m = 0(H + Xm) - -0?{H + Xm)3 + ...
3
(2.1ft)

On the critical isotherm, 0 = /)„, we have

m ~ H*,
+

when ff-tO

6 = 3.
3

(2.20)

s

Eq.(2.19) reads £ m - 5 ( £ ) m = m. Then for T <TC

Fig.2.3
hothtrm* of the Wtist ftrromagntt; dashed curve shows the rejected solutions.

mo ~ |

\

•

(2.21)

Zero-field isothermal susceptibility x — (577)1- H=o diverges a l Tc. Approaching To from
below, one obtains

iff

XT = — \t\-'\

V= 1

(2.22)

while approaching the critical point from paramagnetic state T > To,

XT = 0ct~\

i =1

(2.23)

Finally for the specific heat at constant H, we have
Fig. 2.4
Phase diagram of the Weiss ftrromagnet
When external field vanishes, Eq.(2.18) may still have non-iero solutions, given
by m = tanh(0Am), whenever 0X > 1. In other words, Weiss theory predicts a non-zero
critical temperature below which an ordered phase with spontaneous, magnetization is
possible.

CH = %*B
= 0

T < Te, H = 0
T > To, H = 0

(2.24)

i.e. it has a jump discontinuity at the critical point,
c.

Discussions

The symmetry under H -» -H, confines the coexistence curve to H = 0 axis, Fig.
(2.4). Here in analogy with Fig. 2.2, we have two phases of "up" and "down" magnetization
separated by a coexistence line (first order phase transition line) which ends in a critical
point. At the critical point the spontaneous magnetization vanishes. Above Tc the system
is said to be in paramagnetic (disordered) phase, and below Tn in ferromagnetic (ordered)
phase.

Both Van der Walls equation, Eq.(2.l), and Weiss equation of state, Eq.(2.18), can
be obtained as the mean field approximations of more realistic models. This approximation
is based on replacement of all particle interactions by a self-consistent field in which the
particles behave independently. The case of Weiss's theory is particularly simple as it can
be obtained in a few lines from the Heisenberg (or even tsing) model of ferromagnetism l0*.
However, they can also be considered as exact solutions of specific, albeit unrealistic models.
Kac, Uhlenbeck and Hemmer l l ) and Kac "' have shown that Van der Waals and Weiss
equations are exact solutions of systems of particles interacting through an infinitely long
and infinitely weak potential. (In case of Van der Waals equation one improvement is also

11
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gained. There is no unstable region in this model.) Such models of course are unrealistic
and therefore one expects that their results differ drastically from those obtained in most
experiments. In fact serious deviations from predictions of Van der Waals equation have
been recorded since the 1890'*, and it is known that Weiss theory ia incapable of explaining
the critical behaviour of ferromagnets. But before getting into these discussions, we try to
infer some very general definitions and ideas from the above discussions. Close examination
of Pigs. (2.l)-(2.4) reveals that two sorts of variables are involved in phase transitions:
those which vary continuously across a coexistence line, such aa p,H and T, and those
which change abruptly, like m and p. Following Griffith and Wheeler l3> we call the
first group field* and the second group densities. In more complex systems, a greater
number of densities and conjugate fields are involved. For example in a mixture of several
fluids, mole fractions enter as densities and chemical potentials as fields. Order parameter,
6, is a density which distinguishes the low temperature, dense, ordered phase from high
temperature, dilute, disordered state. It is zero in high temperature phase and non-zero in
lew temperature phase, mo and pt. -Pa •** t w ° examples of order parameter <j>. Of course
the selection of order parameter depends on the phase transition under consideration.
A magnetic crystal has both crystalline and magnetic order ings with different transition
temperatures and different order parameters. The field quantity h conjugate to the order
parameter 4> is called the ordering field. Again the comparison of Figs.(2.1) and (2.2)
with Figs. (2.3) and (2.4) reveals striking similarities. It was Pierre Curie who first noticed
the analogy of fluids and magnetic systems. This analogy is expressed in the following
substitutions:
l»(or p) —• —m
p(or

M

(2.25)

H

which imply the following correspondences:
- XT,

C. -+ C m ,

CH

(2.26)

Obviously, the analogy is not complete. In ferromagnets we have the symmetry H -» - / /
which haa no analogue in fluids. As a consequence of this symmetry the "up" and "down"
equilibrium values of order parameter m can coexist for any T < Tc only at H = 0. Also
en at H = 0 is the specific heat along coexistence line below Tc, while the corresponding
cp in the fluid system, is not.

the critical point. Eqs.(2.9) and (2.21) tell us that both quantities approach tero as a
power law, 4> ~ I'l'* with the same exponent & — \- The variations of these same order
parameters with their ordering fields (p — po for fluids and H for ferromagnets) on the
critical isotherm, Eqs. (2.6) and (2.20), can be written as h ~ \<t>\*> 6 = 3 for both Van
der Waals and Weiss theories. The same is true for analogous quantities Kr and XTi with
-, = y = l [(Eqs.(2.10), (2.11) and Eqs. (2.22), (2.23)]. These similarities between the two
theories suggest that we may take a step further and develop a general theory of critical
phenomena within the framework of the so-called mean Geld approximation. We will do
it in Sec. 4. In the following subsection we take a closer look at the exponents 0,6,7, etc.
d.

Critical Exponent; Results from the Experiments

Exponents 0,S,1,i' etc. are called critical exponents. They characterize the
critical behaviour of physical systems. We have already found the specific values they admit
in the mean field theories. As to the validity of the results obtained, two questions may
be posed. (1) Do thtrmodynamic functions of rent systems observe power law behaviour in
the vicinity of critical point? If so, (2) Are the exponents the same as the ones we obtained
from Wciat and Van der Wools theories? One should turn to experiment to answer these
questions, As early as 1900 Verschafelt "> had obtained a value 0 ~ 0.3434 for CO2. His
analyst* of then existing data for the critical isotherm of isopentane had led to a value of
6 - 4.259. The results of recent measurements on carbon dioxide are shown in Fig 2.5
IS
*. Fig. 2.6 shows the schematic behaviour of specific heat in real systems as against the
Van der Waals theory. Analysis of the data of Hobgood and Schneider for Xe leads to the
following values 0 = 0.3S ± 0.015, S = 4.4 ± 0.4 and -, = 1.3 ± 0.2 le>.
For magnetic systems, the results came very late. The pioneering work of Helter
and Benedek 1T* on MnF? resulted in 0- 0.335 ±0.01. MnF2 is an antiferromagnet with
a Nell temperature of Tc = 67°K. Iron and nickel, both ferromagnets have 0 = 0.34 and
0 = 0.33 respectively l*>. The analysis of very early data of Weiss and Forrer for nickel
by Kouvel and Fisher " ' has led to a value of * = 4.2 ± 0.1. From the above results
one may derive definite conclusions. While the answer to our first question above may be
considred to be positive, our second question has received a definite negative answer from
the experiments. In other words mean field theories of Van der Waals and Weiss, though
qualitatively illuminating, are quantitatively in disagreement with experiment.

Of course the above analogy is not restricted to fluid and ferromagnets. One
may extend it to other systems such as ferroelectrics, superconductors, antiferromagnets
etc. Here also the analogies are not complete. For example the order parameter in an
antiferromagnet is a quantity called sublattice magnetization. The ordering field called
staggered field is, unlike the ordinary magnetic field, an experimentally inaccessible quantity. Now we look into another aspect of the analogies expressed by Eqs.(2.25) and (2.26).
Consider the order parameters of the fluid, $ = rt ~ f>a and magnetic system, ^ = m, near
13
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Fig. 2.6
Schematic behaviour of specific heat in real systems (dashed curve) and Van der
Waats theory (solid line)
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Now we try to give a formal definition of & critical exponent. Critical exponent
of a function f(x) when i -» 0 ia defined u
(2.27)

\
1

10

when we write f(x) ~ ar*, a function of the form
\ \

A
\

(2.28)

\

10*

is implied rather than the aimple relation / ( i ) = Azx which is a special case of Eq.(2.28).
A is usually called the critical amplitude of f{x). For example we write, for the isothermal
susceptibility of magnet below Tc,

\\

io3

J.\

N

/

?

10

•

\

\

or on the critical isotherm of a fluid

10"

10s

10*
c

103

10'

10'

(TTcAc

P-Pc = A

\P ~ fi
fie

~ \f> -

Fig. 2.5
a. coexistence curwe for CO3; b. Critical isotherm of CO2; e. Isothermal
compressibility of CO? pj and K\ art the pressure and isothermal compressibility of a
perfect gas at critical density and temperature. Dashed tines correspond to Van der Waats
gas.
IS

The formal definition Eq.(2.2T) is most helpful in some very special cases. For
example f(x) ~ Ini has a zero exponent according to (2.27). A finite discontinuity such
as the one shown in Fig. 2.6 is characterized by zero exponent. A cusp-like singularity
16

atao ha* a lero exponent *. A subscript ia usually used to distinguish the different zero
exponent*, e.g. Oi^orOjj,. Table 2.1 summarises the definitions of those critical exponents
most often used. In addition to those we are already familiar with, Table 2.1 contains
a few other exponents, v and u' define the behaviour of correlation length £ as Te is
approached. Correlation length £ characterizes the range over which the fluctuations of
the order parameter are correlated and diverges as Ta is approached. Exponent rj describes
the behaviour of the correlation function T(r] at Tc. (Correlation length and correlation
function are discussed in Sec. 4.)

Table 2.2
Critical exponents: fluids
\ exponent
system \
Ar

Xe
O2
COi
H2Q

"He

Exponent

*Ht

Table 2.1
Definitions of critical exponents
Magnet

Fluid

Condition
(p - pe) or H

t
o'
a

0

V

c.~

C. ~
(-0PL - Pa - {-<)
KT-

1

KT~

6

P~Pc ~ \P - Pc\**9*(i» - ^ e )

V*

£- (

V

£ —t

n

r~| r|-(d-3+q)

•

CM ~ ( - ( ) - CH ~ I m — (-*)'
XT ~ (-t)" 1 '
XT ~ t" 1
/f ~ |mj*sjfn(m)
£ ~1~"
7* — |r|-t**-a+n) •

"

•

<0
>0
<0
<0

> 0
0
<0
>0

0

0
0
0
0
0
?£0
0
0
0

* d is spatial dimensionality of the system

Tables (2.2) and (2.3) contain a nummary of some of the experimental values
of the critical exponents for fluids and magnetic systems. For a thorough discussion of
experimental results we refer the reader to KadanofF et al. 16 ', Heller l 5 ' and de Jongh
and Miedema "'. Even a glance at these tables reveals a striking fact. There seems to
exist a close similarity among the critical exponents of materials as different as CO% and
Ft. Note that three last items of Table 2.3 seem to behave differently. We shall come back
to this point later on.
In order to distinguish between the cusp-like and logarithmic singularity, another sort of
critical exponent has been introduced. We first find the smallest j such that '
/<'>(z) diverges as x -» 0. Then A, is denned as

17

Inx

Q1

<0.4
0.064
<0.4
0.104
0.075
<0.3
<0,3

<0.25
<0.25
<0.2
<0.2

0

1

V

0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35

1L.20
11.236
11.25
11.199
1t.225

1.1 ± 0.2

0.361
0.354

1.17
1.24

«

1/

4.34

0.61
0.58
_
0.6

4.44
4.50

_
-

-

Table 2.3 »)-»>-»>
Critical exponents: magnetic system
\ exponent
system \

a

1

t'

s

v

n

3-dim systems:

Ft[F)
Ni(F)
RbMnF3(A)
Eu0{F,S = | )
CrBrs{F,S = | )
FcFi
Quasi 2-dim:
RbtCoF4
DaFtt
COCI2GH2

0.17
< 0.16
< 0.15
-

£0.13
< 0.13

0.34
0.33
0.33S
0.32
0.37
0.37
0.32
0.122
0.168
0.18

-

1.33
[.33
1.27
[.39
(.40

-

1.22
L.38

-

-

- 0.64 0.07 ± 0.07
4.2 - 0.63 0.05
- 0.72 0.07
4.5 0.69
4.3 - 0.67

-

Table 2.4 ••»
Comparison of scaling relations
\ exponent
system \
Ferromagnets
Antiferromagnets

X. = j + Km
«-.o

a

Fluids

2-o

2-.'

1+10

1.92
± 0.08

1.92
±0.08

1.99
±0.09

1.92

± 0.08

1.92
±0.08

1.96
±0.10

1.8
± 0.2

1.88
± 0.12

2.06
± 0.3

V + 20

0(« + 1)

du

1.7
± 0.02

1.95
±0.09

-

1.95

±0.09
1.7
± 0.3

1.87
± 0.14

-
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Thermodynamic arguments provide relations among the critical exponents in the
form of inequalities. To obtain these inequalities, conditions of thermodynamic stability
such as non-negativity of specific heat and isothermal susceptibility (or compressibility)
are invoked under some very general assumptions. The simplest of the inequalities to derive
is Rushbrookt inequality. We consider a magnetic system and write down the relationship
between the specific heats CH and Cm.

J \ (**}*
~r(
- cr "WUrJ
dH

since C m > 0, then

3.

THEORETICAL MODELS

Mean field theories approximate a many-body problem to a one-body problem
and then solve the new problem. We now know that such an approximation is disastrous
near the critical point. On the other hand there are very few many body models which are
exactly solvable, and none of them represent a real three dimensional system. Numerical
methods are, therefore, extensively used to study these systems, specially near their critical
points. In the field of phase transitions, most of the models studied so far are formulated
in the language of magnetism: discrete "spins* fixed to lattice sites, interacting through
short-range forces. This should not be considered to be a severe restriction. There are
many systems, other than magnets, that can be described by some sort of "pseudo-spin11
formalism. Order-disorder phenomena in alloys, liquid-gas systems, and many others can
be formulated in terms of "spin" variables.

Taking into account the behaviour of Cjf ,m and XT near Te, one readily obtains
In this section we study briefly a hierarchy of model Hamiltonians of the form
2 - a' < 20 + V .

(2.29)
M= - y

J- S^ • S'™' - H • V* s'*'

(3 1)

Griffith has obtained a whole series of inequalities among critical exponents under very
general assumptions, but the one bearing his name is the following
where summation is over all lattice sites in a d-dimensional lattice. S,'"* is an n-dimensional
2-a

(2.30)

< 0(1+6) .

Another of his inequalities is

0(6 - ! ) < « ' .

(2.31)

There are also inequalities involving the exponents v, u' and rj of correlation length
and correlation function
1 < (2 - n)f (Fisher)
(2.32)
2 - or' < du' and 2 - a < dv

(Josephson) .

(2.33)

For a detailed derivation of some of these inequalities, as well as many other critical
exponents inequalities see Chap. 4 of Stanley's book a l ' and references cited therein.
Table (2.4) contains the experimental values for some combinations of critical
exponents occurring in the above inequalities 16 '. The listing is only according to three
grouping of materials, ferromagneta, antiferromagnets and fluids. The values given are
some sort of biased averages among the systems of the corresponding group. A close
examination of Table (2.4) reveals two very important facts: (1) inequalities Eqs. (2.29),
(2.30) and (2.31) hold as equalities for our meanfieldtheories and (2) within their specified
error limits, the experimental values of critical exponents also seem to satisfy Eqs. (2.20),
(2.33) as equalities. The implications of these conclusions are far reaching and will be
explored in coming sections.
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unit vector ("spin") on site •'. H is an external magnetic field, Jij is a coupling parameter which may depend on distance between site* t and j . When only isotropic nearest
neighbour interactions are considered, Jij — J for j and j are nearest neighbouring sites
and J^ = 0 otherwise. The model can also be treated quantum mechanically (only for
n = 1,2,3) with Si being the spin vector operator on site ». However there exist convincing evidences that the critical behaviour does not (or rather does weakly) depend on the
quantum nature of the operators.
Similarity of critical exponents of different systems, (Tables 2.2 and 2.3) indicates
that not all details of microscopic interactions are important near the critical point. The
study of special cases of Eq.(3,l), for different values of n and d as well as for isotropic
and anisotropic Jij, provides us with the insight as to which features of the microscopic
interactions does the critical behaviour of the systems depend upon.

a.

Ising Model ( n = l )

This is a particularly simple model of interacting many-body systems. Spins
a, = ±1 are located at the sites of a regular lattice. The Hamiltonian of the system is
given by
» = - j r

W j
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- ^

(3-2)

The energy of a configuration {C) it given by
(3.-1)

-,*-

•*—t—f

Defining the variables
If

1

W.

<*,/>

\

1
r
t

*

f

*
*

*

(3.5)
where q is the coordination number of the lattice. Eq.(3.5) already shows the relationship
with the Ising model. But one should beware of the conditions Eq.(3.3) which imply that
the grand partition function is to be used,

s

where

Fig. 3.1
Some ipteial cases of model Hamittonian Eq.(S.t). a) d = 1, n = 1; b) d ~ 1,
n = S; e) d = *, n = 1; d) d = t, n = t.
summation is over nearest neighbouring pain. For J > 0 the lowest energy state has all the
•pins lined up in the same direction, i.e. the system is in the ferromagnetic state. For J < 0
the system has an antiferromagnetic character at low temperatures when A-+0. For even
lattices (square, s.c, b.c.c.) the ground state is an alternating array of "up" and "down"
spins. The whole lattice of magnetic atoms can be subdivided into two interpenetrating
sub lattices, having opposite dipole moments. It is easily shown that in the absence of an
external magnetic field the partition function of an Ising antiferromagnet is identical to
that of an Ising ferromagnet; therefore the same critical behaviour is expected.
The Ising model permits other physical interpretations M\ in addition to the
familiar magnetic one. Order-disorder phenomena in binary alloys and lattice-gas model
or liquid-gas system are only two of them. In a binary alloy we have two types of atoms
A and B occupying the sites of a lattice. Assuming nearest neighbour interactions, we
have JAA>JBB and JAB representing the interaction energies between atoms. We define
parameter (; such that
1

_ {1
~ \ 0

zA and zjy are fugacities. After some simple manipulations, we have
(3.6)

which means that the grand partition function for a binary alloy is equivalent to the
canonical partition function of Ising model, with the following substitutions:

~

(3.7)

2JAB)/4

Now in the above treatment if we assume that A atoms are molecules and B
atoms are holes, we would have
JAA

T4 0

JBB

=

JAB

=0

ZB-1

if site »' is occupied by an atom A
if it is occupied by an atom B

with the following correspondences with the Ising model

and NB are the number of A and £ atoms respectively
(3.3)
J =
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(3.8)

JAA/4
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This is the "lattice gu" model of liquid-ga» systems.
(i) Ont-dimtruional Iting model On a one-dimensional lattice, the Ising model
is exactly solvable M '. The partition function,

(ii) Tivo-ttimcniional Iting model. In two dimensions (d = 2) Ising model with
H = 0 was solved exactly by Lars Onaager u ' in 1944. The existence of long-range order
at low enough temperatures had already been proved fof this system by R. Peierla in 1936.
Later, Kramers and Wannier 3 4 ' located the critical point from symmetry considerations
a\nh(20cJ) - I

Z = A % + A?
r*

Free energy per spin, g, to given by

T-Tc

~ ln|t|

t~

a-

a - Otot .

(3.12)

that is

-09 = lim
and the magnetization is obtained by differentiating g with respect to H,

Fig. (3.2) shows some of the magnetic isotherms of 1-d Ising ferromagnet. At finite temperature, there is no zero field spontaneous magnetization. The system has no phase transition
at T f 0. But at T = 0, magnetization is finite for H = 0. Zero field susceptibility,
Ofti I

(3.13)

As yet there is no exact solution for the two dimensional Ising model in an external
magnetic field. Thermodynamic derivation of spontaneous magnetization m 0 — lim -§fj
(3.9)

and zero-field susceptibility XH=a = Hm j y requires the solution of H

0 problem.

However an expression for the spontaneous magnetization is found by Yang 1T' and others
using indirect methods
T < TB

(3.14)

(3.10)

diverges as T -* 0, Therefore T = 0 can legitimately be considered as a critical point.

m
T.O

that is 0 = j . But for the zero field isothermal susceptibility X*.. there is no exact
expression. Domb and Sykes M ' estimated a value of o J for its critical exponent 7. A
theoretical argument in favor of this value was proposed by Fisher 29t and others *. More
recently Abraham 10> obtained by way of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, bounds
which prove that susceptibility should diverge as
XH=o ~ I

- H

Fig. 3.2

(3.1S)

Asymptotic behaviour of the 2-dimensional pair correlation function near Ta is given by
T(r) =< *r*o > ~ exp(-r/{ 0 )i and also at T = Tc we have T(r) ~ r"1/*. According to
substituting in
Onsager
«"' (i.e. = !)• Therefore we may write T(r) o(t) — /0°° t[r)rdT we obtain
the general relation
X...

.!-»/*.

Afagnttitation turves of ont-dimtntional Ising model.
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(3.U)

Onsager's original approach to this problem was very complicated. The derivation has
been simplified to a large extent since 1944 a s '. Vdovichenko has given us a particularly
simple solution of this problem 2*>. An important result of the Onsager solution was zero
field specific heat, which he found to have a logarithmic singularity at the critical point

can be evaluated by the transfer matrix method to be

A± = e' J |coeh0/f ± (sinha 0H -

(square lattice)
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Hence T
6* IS.

. Numerical methods an the only way to estimate S, with the result

as spontanous magnetization and iero~field susceptibility. As an example, we consider the
high-temperature series for susceptibility.

(iii) 3-dimen»ional Iring moid. This model is not exactly solvable even In zero
external field. The properties of this model near the critical point are deduced from high
and low temperature expansion! JS>>30>,

132ua + 14O4us + . . .

{fee) .

(3.19)

Let us write it in the general form
The method of series analysis, in its simplest form, can be described as follows.
Assume that the coefficients ao.<»i.-".«Ar-i of the first N terms of the series expansion
of a function /(*) is given,

XJf=o = 2_,

tt u

(3.20)

»

(3.16)
Now if it diverges as
suppose f(z) diverges in some way, say
Xff=o -

(3.21)

(3.17)
near the critical point «„, we have for the asymptotic form of coefficients
Can we estimate the critical point x« and the critical exponent -r? The answer in general
is negative. But a basic expectation which is borne out by the results obtained for two
dimensional Ising models, is that the coefficients an quickly settle down as functions of n
to the asymptotic behaviour dictated by the singularity.

A
a

fr + T 1 )

00

and for the ratio of successive coefficients
For the zero field Ising model on any lattice, the partition function can be written
as
ZN = 2w(cosh/JJ)T* £ » ( < ) « '

(3.22)
On-l

(3.18)

it = tanh[0J)
where q is the coordination number of the lattice and n(£) are some numbers. Since u is
smalt when T 'a large, this expansion is called the high temperature expansion. For a face
centered cubic lattice (q = 12)

The ratios of successive coefficients for triangular (9 = 6) and face centered
cubic (q = 12) lattices are shown in Fig.3.3. n -* 00 limit gives the critical temperature
w^1 = (tanh/JjJ"1). To determine i , we solve Eq.(3.22) for -j and take n -» 00 limit
1 = lim in
n-*oo

One can also set up a series expansion of lhZ(0x free energy) in powers of w =
exp(-0J). w is small when T is small; hence this series is a low temperature expansion.
For a face centered cubic lattice

il

- | | w M 4-...)

It is rather easy to find the series for free energy from the above expansions. One could also
include an infinitesimal external magnetic field in the beginning. Then derivatives of free
energy at H = 0 would provide us with the series expansion of quantities of interest such
25

= !im [1 + n(r n u 0 -

(3.23)

1 = 1.749 is -

(3.24)

7 = 1.250 « -

(3.25)

We then obtain

for triangular lattice (d = 2) and

for face centered cubic lattice (d = 3).
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to

the following values for the critical exponents "•
0«

Ofl

1 = 1.24 ±0.015
0 = 0.305 ± 0.005

Y = 1.25 ±0.04
v - 0.6S ± 0.02

•

07 -

1

OS

t i l l Mtll

O.» O^S
1/fl

Fig. 3.3
Ratios of tucetttive eoeffieienlt for
(a) an fee (3-d) and (b) a triangular (t-d) lattice.

Spontaneous magnetization, specific heat and other thermodynamic functions
can in principle be treated in a similar fashion and the corresponding critical exponents
evaluated. The above technique is called ratio method. There are other powerful methods
of series analysis such as Pad* approximants method, appropriate to cases where ratio
method fails to work *°>.
Series expansions, both high and low temperature, have been used to estimate the
critical exponents. One remarkable feature that has emerged from all these calculations is
that the values of critical exponents are independent of the type of lattice; however, Eqs.
(3.24) and (3.25) indicate that they may depend on the dimensionality of the lattice.
(iv) Phyrical tyntcnu. In two dimensions there are we a few magnetic systems
corresponding to king model. These systems consist of weakly coupled layers, mostly
antiferromagnetic. The coupling J of spins in a layer is much stronger than the coupling
J' between the layers. RbtCOFi (S = A, $ ~ i(r«) and KiCoF< (S = I, J^l - iO"«)
are two examples extensively studied. »>•«) Fed, {S = 1, ^ - 7.5 x 10"*) consists of
ferromagnetic layers coupled by a weaker antiferromagnetic interaction '*». For the critical
exponents of these systems see Table (2.3).
In three dimensions a much studied example is Tb(OH)3 which seems to be the
best approximation of the Ising model, though the interaction seems to be a mixture of
dipolar and exchange "»'. Among order-disorder systems the binary alloy ZnCv. (0- Brass)
has been studied since the 1930's. It is a body centered cubk structure which in ordered
phase has a Cu atom at the center and Zn atoms at corners (or the reverse). Als-Niclsen
and others have studied this sytem using neutron diffraction methods, and have obtained
27

There is another group of order-disorder systems closely related with the Ising
model. In NHtCi, there are two equivalent orientations for ammonium tetrahedra. In
disordered phase these tetrahedra are randomly distributed among the two possible orientations. The transition is signaled by having a net number of them obtaining the same
orientation. In JVaJVOj there are two equivalent positions for NO2 ions. This system is
ferroelectric and transition is slightly of first order.
Finally, there is the whole group of liquid-gas systems which by way of lattice
gas models are related to the Ising model. We refer the reader to Table (2.2) for their
experimental results.

b.

XY Model (n=3)

XY model is a system of interacting spins constrained to rotate in a plane. Classical XY model, or plane rotator model, consists of two dimensional unit vectors J< = (**,*J)
interacting through

where summation is over nearest neighbours. Quantum XY model in a symmetry -breaking
field H, may be written as

= ~J

s?

(3.27)

where S* and 5," are x and y components of spin operator. Note that here the order
parameter operator S* (order parameter ~ < S* >) does not commute with Hamiltonian
Eq.(3.27). Therefore the system has a time dependent behaviour which has been the
subject of much investigation.
XY model is also a model of superfiuid transition. Matsubara and Matsuda sl>
realized the correspondence between the quantum lattice fluid and the anisotropic Heisenberg model. The limiting case in which the attractive tail of interaction is neglected,
corresponds to pure spin £ XY model. Vaks and Lark in 3S* has used this model to study
the superfluid transition in liquid helium. The basic idea behind this correspondence is
that a complex (hence a two component) order parameter is required to describe a super-
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fluid*. P.W. Anderson has also set tip a correspondence between S = £ XY model in a
parallel field and a superconducting system *4'
(i) One dimensional XY model. This model is solved exactly by Kastura M '
and others, and a number of its thermodynamic properties such as its specific heat and
perpendicular susceptibility

is determined (Fig. 3.4). Here again the one
K.-O
dimensional system does not show any phase transition at T > 0.

(ii) Two-dimeruional XY model. There are some simple arguments as to the
impossibility of long range order at finite T in one-and two-dimensional systems with
isotropic order parameters, which include XY and Heisenberg (see below) models. These
arguments originally due to Bloch, Peierls and Landau 3 7 ) are based on the fact that the
ground state of these systems are unstable against the low energy excitations. For an
isotropic ferromagnet (XY or Heisenberg) of spin S in d-dimensions, relative decrease of
spontanous magnetization due to the excitation of spin waves is given by 3 | )

* Kinetic energy operator is given by

£<»»>

*—5.

(3.28)

Here < FI* >'S are ensemble averages of the spin waves occupation numbers. In ddimensions

and

is the superfluid density operator. On a lattice, we may write

where a is a nearest neighbour vector, q is the coordination number and d the dimensionality of lattice. V is a finite difference operator. Then Ho will have the following form
on the lattice

Wk = Dk* (D is a constant) for ferromagnetic spinwave excitations. Eq.{3.28) can then be
written as

NS {2*)*j
and interaction potential,
V= -

ja

Now substituting (S = £)

* = s* - is; tf = s* + is*, n
in M = Wo 4- V, and writing the grand partition function we will have

expl T^T-I - 1

- y(<</*)-'<f|,
e* ~ l

(3.29)

where y - ^ ^ and A is a constant, Eq.(3.29) diverges for d = 1,2. Therefore if a
two dimensional isotropic ferromagnet could ever exist, the excitations i.e. fluctuations of
order parameter, would increase without limit. This argument has been put on a solid
theoretical foundations by Mermin and Wagner a c | who proved rigorously, the following
inequality for isotropic two dimensional systems:

m(H,T)<B\T\\nH\\-

(3.30)

where

H = lnz + quo/2

j, J =

In the limit of un = 0, we have a pure S = i XY model 3S>.
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where B is a constant. As H -» 0, magnetization vanishes for all temperatures. One
may conclude that the absence of long range order at all T •£ 0 means that these system
undergo no phase transition of finite temperature.
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Stanley and Kaplan pointed out that the absence of long range order need not
be incompatible with existence of phase transition. The phase transition, of course, is
somewhat different from conventional types. All the isotherms below Tc would have infinite
slope at the origin (Fig. 3.5). A correlation function of the form

r(r)~r-r

005
2J0

4.0
ItT/J

Fig. 3.4
Perpendicular susceptibility of one-dimensional S = ^ (a) Ising and (b) XY model.

(3.31)

would produce an infinite susceptibility X ~ JT{T)4T **• t w o dimensions while magnetization m o (lim r(r)) 1 / 3 would be zero for all T jt 0. Actually Bereiinskii 43> has obtained
such a correlation function using low temperature expansion for two dimensional XY model.
Koslerlitz and Thou less **) considering the same model have suggested that in addition to
the long wave length spin waves, which destroy the long range order, there exists "topological defects" in the form of Bpin vortices (Fig. 3.6) which are bound in pairs below a
certain Tc.
Considering Hamiltonian (3.26) in two dimensions we have

m
(3.32)

= -J

ipi is the angle of spin «' with some arbitrary axis. Expanding about a local minimum

NaEo + J J dr( A(p(r))a

(3.33)

where A is the first difference operator. For a single vortex of Fig. 3.6, &<p = ^ . Then
Eq.(3.33) becomes
V » Eo + 2*J\n-

Fig. 3.5

(3.34)

R is the radius of system and a nearest neighbour distance. There are *$- sites in the
system and the vortex could be centered on any one of them. The corresponding entropy

Magnetization curve* (a) for an ordinary ftrromagnet; (b) for a system with infinitt susceptibility at Tc but with no magnetization (after de Jongh and Miedema l 0 ' j .
(3.35)

S = 2fcBlna
But the results of the high temperature series expansions for the 2-dimensiona! XY and
the Heisenberg models by Rushbrooke and Wood t n \ Stanley and Kaplan 4 t ) , and others
indicated the existence of finite temperatures where susceptibility diverges.
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and the free energy

- k0T)

H - TS = Eo
32

(3.36)

studied zero field quantum S = ^ model. Applying both ratio and Pad* approximants
methods to the fluctuation series, they have obtained
-T ~ 1.34 « \ .
3

/ J / / *- ~- ^ \ \
I I I / / \ \ \ \

Jasnow and Wortis *•' obtained a value of -j = 1.32 for classical XY model. Analysis of
specific heat series indicate a singularity with

\ \ \ w s ' r*

a rs 0.02 - 0.0S .

\

^

>» —

>*

•»

"*

^

Fig. 3.6
A spin w>rt«.
Now at very low T the energy term w dominating and the probability of vortex formation
is negligibly small. When temperature exceeds nJ/kB the entropy term dominates and
the formation of free vortices becomes likely. Now if one includes the interactions between
vortices, one obtains a temperature T, below which vortices are bound in pain and above
which they are free to move. The Kosterlitt-Thoutew theory confirms the divergence of
susceptibility as well as the form of Eq.(3.31) for the correlation function.
High temperature series analysis has been carried out for S = 1 XY model as
welt as for 5 = oo classical case. There are some evidences that different exponent i
characterize these two cases
T« |
for S = A
w3
for S = oo
This "peculiar" behaviour may reflect the peculiar nature of the low temperature phase
(or phases) in two dimensions M>. Antiferromagnetic classical XY model on a triangular
lattice has been recently studied by Lee tt al. *6> using Monte Carlo simulations and other
techniques. They have noticed a "surprising richness of phases and critical phenomena",
including a xero Geld transition to a state of long-range order (called staggered helkity)
which doe* not violate the Mermin-Wagner theorem. Such a possibility is claimed to be a
consequence of triangular lattice and discrete symmetry breaking.

For a detailed discussion of this model we refer the reader to Bett's article in Domb and
Green series **'
(iv) Physical lyttcmi. Magnetic systems corresponding to XY model are in fact
very rare. Bett argues that one should took among high spin non-conducting ferro-and
antiferromagnets with a targe single ion anisotropy of the form D($') 3 , D » \J\, In
these systems only the lowest Kramers doublet is expected to be populated near the critical
point. The system can then be represented by a pseudo-spin S = | . Such system may
be found among the rare earth compounds containing G<P+(S = | ) , Dy3+[S = ^ ) and
A-transition of liquid helium compare pretty well with the results of three dimensional XY model, if one invokes scaling arguments (see Sec. 5)
Liquid Helium

XY Model

a = 0.000 ± 0.003
a' = -0.02 ± 0.003
0 = 0.333 ± 0.010
(/' = 0.67 ± 0.07

1/3
2/3

Comparison of critical amplitude (and some other constant) for specific heat of 5 = £ XY
model and liquid helium shows that spin £ model is most probably the "right" model for
A-transition M>.
c.

Helsenberg Model (n = 3)
Heisenberg hamiltonian
(3.37)

(iii) Three dimensional XY model. Series expansion methods have been applied
to this model mainly for the cases S = \ and 5 = oo. Belts and his collaborators have

originally apeared in the works of Dirac and Heisenberg as the spin-dependent contribution
to the energy of localized interacting electrons. In the 1930's it was extensively used by
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Van Vleck in the theory of magnetism. It is generally assumed to be a valid hamiltonian
for magnetism of insulators. For a discussion of the sources of Eq.(3.37) as well aa its
applicability to nonconducting materials, the reader is referred to the articles by Anderson
and Herring 4T' $ = (S?,S?,S?) in Eq.f3.37) are the 5-spin operator with the familiar
commutation relations. In the limit of S -» oo we will have classical Heisenberg model
(3.38)
where i j i i i unit vector at site i. The classical model was first studied at low temperatures
by Heller and Kramers way back in 1934. Though it is a poor approximation to the
quantum mechanical model at low temperatures, it has proved to be an excellent one near
the critical point.
The ground state of hamiltonian Eq.(3.37) when J > 0 is a ferromagnetic state
with all spins up (like in Ising's case). But for antiferromagnetic case J < 0, the ground
state is not well denned except for linear chain. The spin state with alternate "up" and
"down" spins is not an eigenstate of hamiltonian Eq.(3,37). If one considers the Ising sublattices, then the magnetic moment of each sublattice does not reach its assumed maximum.
For 5 = j each sublattice achieves some SO percent of its maximum. Neutron diffraction
studies have shown that at low temperatures apin arrangements in antiferromagnelica are
in most cases very close to the picture depicted by mean field theories.
Non-existence of long range order in one and two dimensional Heisenberg model
was discussed earlier in the subsection on XY model. Here we only give a brief account of
the three dimensional Heisenberg model aa obtained from numerical calculations.
Different methods of high temperature series expansion have been applied to
Heisenberg model. The results can be classified under two headings: S = 5 quantum
Heisenberg model and S = 00 classical Heisenberg model (there are also some work on
general spin 5 Heisenberg model). Earlier works were mainly on S = 3 model. Opechowsky's *•' pioneer work as well aa the studies by Rushbrooke and Wood 40> and Dumb
and Sykes *•> all pertain to this model. Serious work on S = 00 model started with Wood
and RuBhbrooke *°' and Stanley 5I>. The following table contains the critical exponents
of three dimensional Heisenberg model as obtained from direct series analysis:
a

S= £
S = 00 -0.07

fi

0.35
0.38

1

S

d.

Spherical model (n = oo)

Spherical model of Berlin and Kac **' is an exactly solvable model in 3-dimensions.
The model was originally defined as follows: In Ising model each of the N discrete spins
satisfy a? = 1. If we consider continuous spins subject to the condition

Y V = JV

(3.39)

we would have for partition function

- £ -?) H ds<

Z=

(3.40)

This partition function can be evaluated rigorously using the following detta function
representation

Stanley &4> has shown that spherical model is equivalent to the classical model

* = -J £ Am) • «iB)
when n -> 00 i.e. when «)"' are infinite-dimensional spins. Derivation of free energy and
hence of critical exponents of spherical model is lengthy. They are found to be as follows: *
n=0

= -

Q= 0

4= 3

for

d>*

' A rather short and transparent method of obtaining the exponents can be found in Pfeuty
and Toulouse 55>. They make use of a continuous spin> model (Landau-Giniburg type)
with an n-dimensionul order parameter

v

1.43 5.0
1.40 0.70

For a detailed discussion of Heisenberg model and for references to the original work see
Rushbrook tt at. ">.
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In order that a magnetic system exhibits a three dimensional Heisenberg behaviour, it should consist of well-localized spins interacting isotropically. Most of the
real physical systems fail in one of these two conditions. However, there are several compounds satisfying the above criteria fairly well. EuO, EuS and antiferromagnet RbMnFj
are prominent among them. For their critical exponents see Table (2.3).

Then they make use of what they call a "Hartree approximation"

$4>) - tf < *J > + <*?> *?
and finally they argue that in the limit of n —» 00 the approximation becomes exact.
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which are the classical exponents; and
2
a.
for 2 < rf < 4. Inverse susceptibility is given by
X~ l ~ «t|l + ** + . . .

(3.42)

where a, b, c and e are constants. Eq.(3.42) «bove shows that the dominance passes from
one term to the other at d = 4, where the two exponents are equal KK

Table 3.1
Critical exponents
System
1/2
1
1 3
0
1/2
Mean
field
0ji, o I
„,
1/8
1.75
1.75 15
0.25
1
Ising(d=2)
0lee
- 0.312 1.25 1.25 - 1.31 - 5 0.03 - 0.OS - 0.63
Ising(d=3)
- 1/8
- ~ 1.33
XY(d=3)
0.02 - 0.05
-~0.36~1.40
- 5
0.03 -0.71
Heisenberg (d=3)
0.1
Spherical (d = 3)
-1
1/2
2
- 5
0
1

The hamiltonian Eq.(3.1), though written in terms of spins, describes many different systems other than magnetic ones. H.B. Stanley has called it the "Universality
Hamiltonian" **•. The enormous effort put into investigating the special coses of this
hamiltonian (Table 3.1) along with detailed experimental research (Tables 2.2 and 2.3) has
definitely shown that the critic*] exponents do depend on n and d. Comparison with mean
field results shows that the range of interaction is also an important factor (note that mean
field theories describe systems with infinitely long and infinitely weak interactions). On the
other hand, the strength of interactions, which determines the transition temperatures, has
no effect on the critical exponents. The same is generally true for the crystal symmetry,
magnitude of spins, quantum effects and many other parameters. For the systems with
short range interaction the spatial dimensionality d and "spin" dimensionality n are the
sole relevant parameters.

Landau theory of critical point

The theory of second order phase transitions due to Landau fir' is the general
classical approach to the theory of critical phenomena. While the original theory was
proposed to explain the phenomena near the ordinary critical point, it can easily be generalized to include the multicritical points. Of course the prediction of Landau theory
(like all classical theories) concerning the singularities of the thermodynamic function are
incorrect in the immediate vicinity of the critical point. But its qualitative results about
the general shape of phase diagrams have often proved to be correct.
For a system with a single order parameter one writes the free energy near the
continuous phase transition point (second or higher order) as a functional of the local order
parameter <!>{/}
F=

(4.1)

fir) = /o (4.2)

h(r ) is the applied ordering field a t / coupled to 4(r ) and ji is some other field on which
the transition temperature may depend (such as an external magnetic field in a uniaxial
antiferromagnelic system). In general, one may have more of these fields. The gradient
term is included in Eq.(4.2) to allow for fluctuations.
The equilibrium value of the order parameter is obtained by minimizing the free
energy. One then obtains:
-2V V a ^(r) + [2r0 + 4u4<£a(r) + .. .\4(r) = h(r) .

(4.3)

For the ordinary critical points one neglects the higher order terms in <f>. Now if the
fluctuations are also neglected, one has
(4.4)

(2r0

with two solutions at h = 0
4>[r) = i = 0

(4.5)

ro(3» > 0
ro(7» < 0
0
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(4.6)

•».».*•>«

«»*

iSW 1*'-'

h=0

ph«e (T < T.) • *(T.i.)
I function of order parameter Wow, at and above the *«
T ^
^
The .usceptibility i. obtained from Eq.(4.4) a. T. » approached from above and below

(4.7)

Now expanding ro(r,M)

ab

out Te
(4.8)

One obtain, /I = * f h » * . < « ) . - . = V = 1 * - ^ ( 4 . 7 ) , which . « U.e ^ ' « . "iti
exponents. On. can .how **, that the .p«inc heat Cfc=o - r ( ^ ) . ^
^
the critical point «>. then a = 0*.. Also from Eq.(4.3) one hw at T = Tc, h - * hence
* = 3.
The inclusion of the spatialfluctuationsof order parameter enables us tofindthe
correlation function

16>

:
')

where A*(r) = *(r) - *. Using Bq.(4.3) one obtain, a relationship governing the variation
«*(r) of the order parameter induced by a .mall change in fc(r)

From a general theorem of statiatical mechanics

substituting from Eq.(4.U) into Eq.(4.10)
r, r') Since the variation «/t(r') i. arbitrary,
(4.13)
Fig. 4.1
The Landau Free energy dentity as a function of the order parameter. The dashed line
$hows the equilibrium value of the order parameter.

The condition u< > 0 guarantees the stability at the critical point. Solution r0 > 0
corresponds to the disordered phase [T > Tc) while r0 < 0 corresponds to the ordered

where {"* = ('« + W J / V -

Th

« 8olution ° f Eq - (4 ' l3) *" " " " t™™™ (* = Z) "

r(r, r') =

«xp(-i;-r'|/Q ^ r
jTTTTj
8)rV "
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(4_14)

Eq.(4.14) means that near the critical point the correlations decay basically in an exponential way with a characteristic length (, where

r(r)| T ,T.~r-«-'+-0

r

large

= 0 for mean field Ornstein-Zernike (or Landau) theory.
T>Ta
(4.15)
\ * 0

Ufc)

( is called the correlation length. Exponents of correaltkm length are then v -y'

-\.

For liquid-gas system, A^ corresponds to density fluctuations. Near the critical
point, light is scattered strongly from the fluid. When the range of correlated density
fluctuations becomes of the order of wavelength of light, the fluid turns opaque. This is the
so-called phenomenon of critical opalcMceneefirstobserved by Andrews in the nineteenth
century. Ornstein and Zernike explained it in terms of critical fluctuations 6 I ' . They
showed that relative scattering intensity I(k)/Io(k) is proportional to F(fc)
Fig. 4.2

I[k)/I0(k) ~

(•.16)

where T(k) is the Fourier transform of T(r)

Invent of scattering intensity as a function of fc3 as obtained from experiment.
Ornstein-Zernike theory predicts a straight tine.

(4.17)
b.

Ginsburg Criterion

Jo(fc) corresponds to the case where there is no correlation between fluctuations, k is
the momentum transfer k = 2Jkosin f, Jto • the wave vector of incoming light. Small k
corresponds to forward scattering. Relative intensity, Eq.(4.16), grows very large for small
k near Tc.
Ornstein-Zernike (or Landau) correlation function (Eq.(4.14)) is of the following
form in d-dimensions:
(4.18)

As was stated before, the Landau theory breaks down as one gets very close to
the critical point. Actually one can show that certain inconsistencies arise in the Landau
theory as criticality is approached. This enables one to obtain a certain range of validity
for the Landau theory. The criterion for the validity of the Landau theory first formulated
by Lavanyuk *"' and then in a different form by Giniburg •*', is known as "the Giniburg
Criterion". To remove the inconsistencies one can argue that the theory is valid whenever the fluctuations of the order parameter over distances comparable with ( are small
compared to the order parameter itself. This means explicitly fi3)-63>

at T = 2*o it decays as
T(r) ~ r-W- a )

r large

(4.21)

or
T(fc) ~ *-*

k- 0.

(4.22)

Now one can check Ornstein-Zernike theory with experiment by plotting I(k)/To(k)
against it3, Fig. 4.2. Fisher made a careful analysis of the situation 50>. To explain the
downward turn of isothermal I(k)/I0(k) at small Jfc, he introduced the critical exponent r),
fc~O
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(4.20)

O(

$ is the average value of 0(r). Since V - r - l d - a + * ' e x p ( - f ) and £ ~ fv',4>

" t' when

T < Tc, Eq.(4.22) is satisfied if

i/(2 - d - n) + W < 0

(4.23)

substituting the classical values of exponents, i/(2 - d - n) + 20 = 5 (4 - d), and from
Eq.(4.23), i > 4. d = 4 it therefore the borderline dimensionality for the Landau theory
to be applicable to ordinary critical phtnomtna. Renormalization group theory shows that
at d — 4 logarithm* corrections are added to classical behaviour. For d > 4 the theory it
valid all the way down to the critical point. In deriving Eq.(4.23) we did not make any
assumption concerning the order of criticality, hence, as will be seen later, this criterion
applies to tricritical points as well.
c.

Trieritieal point

It is possible that the coefficient u4{T,n) in Eq.(4.2) (neglecting the spatial variations of the order parameter) vanishes at criticality "• for a certain value of the parameter
ft, while h = 0, If ji is further varied u« would become negative indicating a first order
phase transition. Therefore at ro(T,fi) = u«{r, ji) = 0, the nature of the phase transition
changes. Such a point in (IA,T) plane is called a tricritical point (TCP) G*K Fig. (4.3)
schematically shows the phase diagram in this plane. Note that «a(T,/i) > 0 so that
TCP is theratodynamically stable (albeit, a stability of higher order). The equation of
the second order portion of the phase diagram is ro(T,n) = 0. The first order line in
the neighbourhood of TCP is obtained from the equilibrium condition of the ordered and
disordered phases,

Pig. 4.3
Typical pkatt diagram in the (ft,T) plant. TCP •'* the tricritical point. Solid and
dashed line are second and first order transition Une§ respectively. I, II and HI denote first
order, second order and tricritical region.

nt) =
(4.24)

4> in the ordered phase is obtained from the condition f£ = 0,
#9

*= 0 .

(4.25)

Eliminating <t> between Eq.(4.24) and Eq.(4.25), the equation of the first order line is
obtained as
uj = 4r o u, .
(4.26)
While the jump in order parameter, ^, is given by
(4.27)

It is instructive to study the Landau free energy close to a TCP. In the first order
regime, it is a symmetric three well potential, Fig.(4.4a). The minimum at origin is the
44

absolute minimum if p = r0 - ^ > 0, while ordered state is most stable for p < 0. As
TCP » approached the jump in order parameter reduces and finally at TCP (Fig. 4.4b)
all three minima coabece, and the free energy has a rather flat minimum at the origin.

As one moves into the second order regime the free energy plots of Fig. 4.1 are obtained.
The slope of the first order line at TCP is obtained from the equation
- «J)|ro=«(=o = 0

Since drQ{T, ft) = 0 also gives the slope of the second order line, the two lines join smoothly
at the TCP.
To understand the geometry of the phase diagram, one should apply an ordering
field h and study the neighbourhood of TCP in all directions in thermodynanue space of
h,ii and T. We have
- k<j>

y\

(4.28)

Minimizing Eq.(4.28), one obtains the relationship between the equilibrium value of the
order parameter, 4>, and the ordering field,
(4.29)

h=
The equation of the critical lines are then given by

Eq.(4.30) has the following solutions
(4.31)

ro(:i»=O

Eqs.(4.31) and (4.32) represent three critical lines. These three lines meet at TCP («« = 0)
and hence the name "trkritical point*. Fig.4.5 shows the schematic phase diagram of a
system with a TCP. The critical lines, Eq.(4.32), are termini of the "wing" coexisting
surfaces. Along any of these surfaces two phases with finite £ eoexsist. In the light of
the phase diagram, Fig.(4.5), we recognlH that the line of first order phase transition is
indeed a line of triple points where three phases coexist, and TCP is a point on the phase
diagram where the coexisting phases become identical(b)

Fig. 4.4

The trkritical exponents A ">d -yj are easily obtained from Eqs.(4.25) and (4.29).
From Eq.(4.25) under the assumption of 114 < < -3rott«, it follows that

Free energy at (a) the firtt order line and (b) the trieriiieal point.
')
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(4-33)

follows:
Ax - |l|"*
A*» - (Ax)**

X.-IH"1'-

etc.

where t = ^ p - and Ax = x - x*. One may also approach the TCP along the first-order
line region I, Fig.4.3. Then a new set of exponents may be defined. Griffith **> calls
them "subsidiary trieritical exponents', and uses a subscript ti to indicate them. Table
4.1 contains the critical, tricriticat and subsidiary exponents as predicted by the classical
theory.
Substituting the trieritical exponents into the Giniburg criterion, Eq.(2.23), one
obtains the borderline dimensionality for TCP from

i.e., d > 3. Therefore, according to Giniburg criterion, the trieritical behaviour of the
system with d > 3 is classical. When d = 3, the renormalization group theory shows that
the classical behaviour is modified by additional logarithmic corrections.

Table 4.1
Tricritical exponents

Fig. 4.5
Schematic trieritical phase diagram in (h,T,n) (pace
i.e., fit = J. The assumption u< << -3rotte guarantees that one approaches the TCP in
region III of Fig.(4.4) (trkritical region). From Eq.(4.2») X~l = j$

~{Tt-T)\

Critical (region II)
0
Tricritical (region III)
1/2
Subsidiary trtcritical(region I) -1

1/2
1/4
1/2

1
1
2

3
5
5

1/2
1/2
1

0
0
0

1
1/2
1

0
1/2
1

hence

7 = 1 . The correlation length is obtained following the same steps as in ordinary critical
points,

hence ut = v\ = \. The parameter p and its thermodynamic conjugate x are usually
referred to as "non-ordering" field and density, respectively. At the trieritical point the
fluctuations of x also become critical and the corresponding response function X* = ^
diverge strongly. The critical exponents corresponding to these variables are defined as

Table 4.2
Tricritical exponents: Experiment
DAG
C.CoCh • 2D a 0 He3 - He*
FtCh
~ 1
1.00 ±0.02 0.7 ± 0.3
~1
1.00 ±0.07 0.7 ± 0.3
0.15 ± 0.02
Pi
1.05 ±0.07
1.01 ±0.07
Tic
2.9 ± 0.4
2.00 ± 0.08
2.12 ±0.24
2.14 ±0.26
K
2.08 ± 0.06
1.95 ± 0.11 2.0 ± 0.02
t>,
Note: Indices u,e and t indicate the approach from regions
I, II and III (Fig.4.3) respectively. <p is the crossover exponent.
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(4.34)

1
2
2

He* - He* mixture it probably the beet studied system displaying a tricritical
transition " ' . In this system £ corresponds to the superfluid order parameter, x is the He3
molar concentratton and p is the difference between the chemicat potentials of He3 and
He* component!. The ordering field h is a fictitious field not realizable in the laboratory.
The TCP {tricritical point) is the so-called phase separation critical point of the system,
which occurs at x, = 0.67 and Tt = 0.87°K. The phase diagrams of this system in (T,i)
and (T,fi) planes are shown in Figs.(4.6) and (4.7). On the (T,x) phase diagram, the
A-tine does not have the same slope aa one of the separation lines. This, of course, is
not in agreement with the prediction of the classical theory. For the experimental values
of exponents see Table (4.2). These values are close to the predictions of the classical
theory. However more accurate measurements of both tricritical and subsidiary exponents
are needed.

0.9

f (JOULES/MOLES)

Fig. 4.7
a

Phase diagram of Ht -He* in the (fi,T) phote
Blume et al. have shown M> that a spin 1 Ising Hamiltonian with single ion
crystalline field anisotropy and biquadratic exchange of the following form.

s; + A

- K

- H

(5 = 1)

(4.35)

corresponds to the "lattice-gas" model of HtP-He* mixture. They made a detailed analysis
of the model Eq.(4.35) in the mean field approximation. Here D = A/ J(0) corresponds to
the difference of the chemical potentials of He3 and He* isotopes (7(0) = £ , J), H is the
fictitious ordering field conjugate to the superfluid density 4> = < S* >, and the quantity
1 - < {S')2 > represents the molar fraction of He3 isotope x. Expanding the meanfield approximation free energy of Eq.(4.35) in powers of order parameter one obtains the
Landau expansion. Then the phase diagrams can be drawn in (D,T,H) plane using the
coefficients of expansion.

Phatt diagram for He3-He* mixture. The region near the phase-separation critical point (top right) it enlarged.

The K = 0 case of the above Hamiltonian is called the Blume-Capel model. It
also displays tricritical behaviour 67 '. The Blume-Capel model has been studied extensively using series expansion methods 6*>. If we consider the Blume-Cape] mode] as a
model for magnetic systems, then the crystalline field D is not controllable in the labora50

tory. Applying a transverse magnetic field Hx provide* us with possibility of investigating
the phase diagram in the whole of (H,,H,,T) space near TCP *»>.

Then we have the following possible phases

Metamagnet FeCl3 is another system displaying TCP. Its magnetic structure
consists of ferromagnetically coupled 5 = 1 Ising sheets with hexagonal symmetry. The
sheets are coupled to one another antiferromagnetically. The antiferromagnetic coupling is
weak compared to the intra-layer coupling. At low temperatures it undergoes a first order
phase transition (order parameter <£ is the sublattice magnetization) as the applied field
(which is the non-ordering field) is increasd; at elevated temperatures the nature of the
phase transition changes, and becomes of second order. TCP temperature is T, = 21.15°K.
Here again, as in the case of He3~Ht* mixture, the second order line and mixed phaseparantegnetic line does not seem to join smoothly at TCP.

(ii) fa = 0 , $\ = - r j / u j

(i) <£, = 0, $<} = 0 disordered

(iti) 4?x - -r,/i»i, ^a = 0
_r,

t t

.

2 - phai
1 - pha

•

ii =

mixed — phase

The stability conditions are

Tricritical phenomena have also been observed in other metamagnetic systems
such as DAG (Dysprosium Aluminium Garnet) and CsCoCi$, 1D-JH (Cesium Cobalt
Chrolide) as well as in NHACl and multicomponent fluid mixtures 70>.
d.

(4.40)

>o

Systemi with coupled order parameters

The Landau theory of phase transitions can be generalized so as to take into
account the systems with more than one order parameter as well as the ones with multicomponent order parameters. The free energy contains terms indicating the coupling of
the order parameters. The simplest case is when only two parameters 4>\ and 4>2 enter the
free energy,

(4.39)

(4.41)

that is
>0

(4.42)

(r, + 3«^? + u I 3 # ) ( r , + 3«,#3 + ula%) > (2n l 2 # 1 *,) a .
Using stability conditions and assuming u t and ua are positive, we find

= /o
(4.36)

i) the disordered phase is stable if rt > 0, r3 > 0,
ii) the 2-phase is stable if ra < 0 and r t t

where m are some parameters. Free energies such as Eq.(4.38) have been used by Levanyuk
and Sannikov T1' to explain the anomalies in improper ferroelectrica, by Liu and Fisher Ta'
to discuss the upper lambda point of He* phase diagram and its "supersolid" phase as welt
as the flop point of uniaxial antiferromagnets, and by Wegner T3) to understand the phase
diagram of wolframite mixed crystals (Mnt-mFt)Wom. Smolenskii ") has applied it to the
systems displaying simultaneously ferroetectrkity and ferromagnetism. Structural phase
transitions in BaTiOz, SrTiO3 and L*AtO3 have also been explained using free energies
of the form Eq.(4.36). Some general features of the phase diagrams of the systems with
coupled order parameters have been discussed by Imry ™h

iii) the 1-phase is stable if r l < 0 and r2iti >
iv) the mixed phase is stable whenever
u?3 < u,« a ,
and ri < r , ^ and r3 < rv^

for 4>\ and 4>\ to be positive.

If u\t > ui« 3 then either 1-phase or 2-phase is the more stable one according to

$ r?
r?u a

To obtain possible phases, we minimise the free energy,
$

0

(4.37)

0

(4.38)

(4.43)

(4.44)

The phase transitions between the 1- and 2-phases are first order and the coexistence line
(flop-line) is given by

51

(445)

The flop-line terminates at the "bkritical point" (BCP) when r, = ra = 0. At this point
it joins the two second order lines corresponding to transitions from 1-phase and 2-phase
to the disordered phase.
A magnetic model system showing BCP behaviour is the anisotropic Heisenberg
ferromagnetic with tingle ion anisotropy " ' .
2.0-

2.0

(4.46)
\

5, 1 is the transverse component of spin operator 5;. In the mean field approximation
Vm = - 2 < S* > S* - 2K < S1 >

< 5* > 3 +K < Sx > 3

(4.47)

where D = A/J(0), K = K(0)/J{0), K(0) = £ y J T 0 "«• J@) = E , J « < S' >= ^
and < S1- >= fa are proportional to longitudinal and transverse magnetizations respectively. Energies are measured in units of J(0). One can calculate the energy eigenvalues
of Eq.(4.47) using perturbation theory and write down the free energy in the form of
Eq.(4.36). Then

Fig. 4.8
Phase diagram in (D,T) plane of the system given by Eq.(4-47) for two values of
K. BCP is the intersection of two critical /trie* (solid) and the flop lint(dashed) 1 and Z
denote transversal and longitudinal ordering!.
T

T

=
(f*
= (f*/4)|r-r.b)|
(4.48)
where Tc(i) = ^ V O / O + 2«-») Mid i;'(-y) = ^ f ( l - e-»)/(l + 2e">). For if = 1 the
flop line is along D = 0 axis on (D,T) plane (Fig. 4.8(a)). BCP is located on temperature
axis at T = 4/3. For 0.462 < K < 1 phase diagram is shown in Fig. 4.8(b). For K < 0.462
there is no BCP's. However the mixed phase is never a stable state for this system. Fig.
4.9 shows the phase diagram of the system in the presence of an external magnetic Reid
for some K > 0.462.
A well-known example of a BCP is the flop point of a uniaxial antiferromagnet
MnFi in a magnetic field along the axis (Fig. 4.10). The two ordered states in this system
are antiferromagnetic and spin flop phi

(a)

fb)

When the condition (4.43) holds, then it is possible for a system with free energy
given by Eq.(4.36), to go from the mixed state to either of 1- or 2-phase via a second
order phase transition. Transition to the 1-phase occurs when ri = (r 2 u L /u 12 ) < 0 and to
2-phase when r? = (riUj/ui]) < 0. In this case the phase diagram does include a point
where four second order lines meet. This point is called a tetracritical point.

Fig. 4.9
Schematic phase diagrams in (D,h,,T) and [D,h±,T) hyperplane* (K > 0.462). The
hatched regions are the coexistence surfaces. 3Ri and *Ri denote the two dimensional
critical surface of order S and the one-dimensional critical surface of order S (trieritieal
tine) respectively.
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In the above discussions we had only systems with n = 2 (n is the number of
components of the order parameter) where more than one ordered phase was poaaible
and the competing interactions in the hamiltonian favour one or the other of the phases.
There also exist physical systems for which the number of the components of the order
parameter in a phase transition is greater than 3. Some of the structural phase transitions have been discussed in this framework. Structureal phase transitions in solids are
transitions accompanied by the change of crystal symmetry. Displacement of atoms which
occurs during the transition are characteristic of the distorted (low-temperature) phase.
In a second order phase transition such displacements decrease continuously to lero when
the transition point is approached from below. These displacements can be described in
terms of normal modes and each mode corresponds to a component of order parameter.
According to Landau's symmetry theory of second order phase transitions any symmetry
breaking order parameter of a second order phase transition transforms as an irreducible
representation of the symmetry group of the high temperature phase *0'. Hence n, the
number of the components of the order parameter, is equal to the dimensionality of the
corresponding irreducible representation. As long M the change of crystal symmetry is not
accompanied by the change of unit cell, the point group is involved, and the irreducible
representations of point groups are all of dimensionality < 3. But if the unit cell is doubled
in one or more directions then the space group should be considered. The dimensionality
of the irreducible representations of space groups may be greater that 3. Structural phase
transitionin Nfcj corresponds to n = 4 and antiferromagnetic transitions in ErSb, MnSt
and a_MnS correspond to n = 8. D. Mulamel al> and others have studied these systems
in the framework of renormaiiiation group methods. For a detailed mean-field discussion
of n > 1 transitions as well as more complex transitions called incommensurate phase
transitions see the review by Cowley and Bruce r s ) .
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6.

SCALING A N D RENORMALIZATION GROUP

Pig. 4.10
Phate diagram of the aniiftrronutgntt MnF, in the {H*,T) plane.
Adding a cubic term of the form -K> £ , £ . „ . , . . ( * « • ) • to Eq.(4.46) and setting
ii - JH> « obtain a model hamiltonian that exhibits tetracritic&lity for values of K' <
1 "». GdAlOi is & magnetic system (antiferrom«t;net) where tetracritical behaviour is
clearly identified. For a review of experimental studies of btcrltical and tetracritical points
see Y. Shapira ™>.
K
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To explain the power law behaviour of thermodynamlc functions near the critical
point, as well as the relations among the critical exponents (the so-called scaling laws),
different versions of scaling hypothesis were proposed in mid I960'*. Despite differences in
appearance, they all basically contain the same content. One should mention the names of
Widom •*>, Domb and Hunter ">, Patuhinskii and Pokrovsky **• and Kadanoff •5»1«>.
Here we follow the tine of reasoning due to Kadanoff, which is more directly related to the
next breakthrough in the field, the renormaiiiation group approach to critical phenomena.

a.

where *i = ±1 and h = f^,t H is the external magnetk field. The magnetisation and the
correlation function are functions of i = (T - Tc)jTc (related to K above) and A

Scaling Hypothesis

As noted earlier, the divergence of certain thermodynamic response functions,
such as susceptibility and specific heat, indkates the onset of critkality in a thermodynamic
system. These functions are the second derivatives of the Gibb* free energy. Near the
critkal point, we may assume that the Gibbs free energy per particle (or spin) consists of
two parts: a regular part yv('t &} *nd a singular part t(t,h). The critical behaviour of the
system is actually described by the singular part and the second derivatives of this part
diverge at the critical point. To understand the source of this divergence, one writes the
response functions in terms of the fluctuations of the "density" variables. For example in
a magnetic system, the zero-field magnetic susceptibility per unit volume can be written

m = m((, h)

t indicates the distance from critkality. We now divide the lattice into blocks with linear
dimension La such that 1 < L «
£ (Fig.5.1). The Ld spins in a block are highly
correlated and act in consort. The interactions between the blocks are very important near
the critical point and are responsible for the thermodynamic behaviour of the system. The
introduction of the "irrelevant" length scale parameter does not change the situation.
We may assume that the collection of blocks defines a new Ising system

(0) >

(5.1)
(5.3)

m[f) is the local magnetisation density and it is known to be bounded. Therefore the
divergence of the susceptibility is due to the divergence of the range of integration. In other
words, as critical point n approached, the fluctuations with larger and larger separations
become correlated. Since the "correlation length* is the range over which appreciable
correlation between fluctuations exists *, the divergence of the correlation length is the
consequence of the approach to critkality.
Kadanoff imimif M ) that the correlation length is the unique diverging element
at the critkality and all other singularities follow from it. This is also the cornerstone
of his universality and seating hypotheses. Since fluctuations appear in a scale which is
very long compared to the range of interaction, they are not able to probe all the details
of the interaction potential. They can only sense certain grow features of the system
under study, such as its spatial dimensionality, the "dimension" of order parameter, and of
course, the approach to critkality. Things like crystal structure, the ratio of next nearest to
nearest neighbour coupling, etc. do not affect the critical behaviour. Such parameters are
called "irrelevant" parameters. This is Kadanoff's statement of the universality hypothesis.
The scaling theory is obtained by assuming that the scale of length in the system is an
"irrelevant* parameter close to critkal point.

La

1

1

!

'

—i—J.

1

Fig. 5.1
Kadanoff'* *pin blocking

Consider an Ising model on a lattice with lattice constant a
(5.2)

One way to define the correlation length ( is

where / and J denote the blocks and run up to NL~4. We have also assumed that it is
possible to choose */ = ±1. If the original spin system involves only the nearest neighbour
interactions, one may make the same assumption for the block system. It is actually
very difficult to justify the assumptions put into Eq.(5.3). The linear term involving the
magnetic field is however, easy to arrive at

where f(r) = < 6m(r)6m{0) > a the correlation function.
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Now if all the spins 4 in / are parallel *', = Ld»j, */ = ±1. Then it seems reasonable to
uaume that, in general,
O(i)=l«»

XK

(2) the static correlation function T(r) is a GHF, for large values of r. This is sometimes
called the homogeneity hypothesis. Before discussing the consequences of homogeneity, we
mention some of the properties of GHFa. These properties can easily be proved * e) .
i) derivatives of GHPs are GHFs.

(5.4)

Then

ii) Legend™ transformations of GHFs are GHFs.
iii) Fourier transforms and other integrals of GHFs are GHFs.
hL = a(L)h

(5.5)

for the block system we can also assume that

The scaling power of the new functions obtained from the above operations, are
related to the scaling powers of original functions via very simple relations.
Free energy, Eq.(5,ll) can also be written as

tL = b(L)t

(5.6)

Eos.(5.5) and (5.6) are to be expected since when the original system goes critical
(t = 0, h = 0), the block system also should go critical.

(S.H)
From property (i) above, we have

The free energy per block can now be written aa
g(hL,tL) = Ldg(h,l)

(5.7)

(5.15)
where g(h, t) is the free energy per site. Magnetization, correlation length and correlation
function can be written as

m(hL,tL] = Ld-**m{h,t)

(5.8)

£ ( W t ) = £-'f(M)

(5.9)

T(hLttL;rL) = L*id-^r{h,t;r)

From property (ii)
(5.16)
Now choosing ft

= - l a t A = 0in Eq.(5.15), we have

(5.10)

In Eq.(5.I0) we have assumed that correlation function r(A,(,r) = < *,«y > - < « , - >
x < tj > scales as square of magnetixation. A reasonable solution for b(L) in Eq.(S.fi) is
L*'. Then we would have for free energy and correlation function

g{L">KL"t)=L4g{h,i)

that is
m(t) ~ (-1
(5.17)

(5.11)
Similarly if we choose t"hh = 1 at ( = 0. we have
(5.12)
m(A) ~ A1/*,

Definition
A generalised homogeneous function (GHF) of n variables yi
is a function /(vi, • - - Va,... ,y») that satisfies the relation

• 1/2,

• • • y *

(5.13)

S = ah/(l - ah)

(5.18)

To obtain susceptibility exponents 7 and 1', take the second derivative of g(h, t),

for any arbitrary positive I. a^ and a/ are called scaling powers of x/i and / .
Eqs.(5.11) and (5.12) indicate that near the critical point t = 0,k = 0 (1) the
singular part of the Gibbs potential is asymptotically a GHP of variables t and h, and
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therefore the scaling power of susceptibility is

i)

(5.29)

I"!

ax = 1 - 2nh

as t -+ 0, h ~* 0. A, B and D are some non-universal amplitudes, depending on the
characteristics of the system under study. Otherwise functions Yt and Va are functions
only of variable x = <

Choosing ft = l(of - 1) one has ffor Y) given by
X ~ t - » (or x ~ ( - * ) " V

Homogeneity of the correlation function near the critical point can be written as

. a .
1 - 2a^
-1 = ~1 = /a = —o— *

(5.19)

2.

(5.30)

For correlation length we also have

Similarly for exponents o and «' of the specific heat, we obtain
, l-2a«
1
—a = - a =
=
a,
at

r(/*'fc,^<i«N:) = a-(M;r).

(l&h,&)=*'tit,k)

(5.20)

From Eqs.(5.17)-(5.2O) the following scaling laws result (cf. Eqs.2.29-31 and Table 2.4)
e»' + 20 + y = 2

(5.21)

-r = y = /»(*-1)

(5.22)

a + 0(6 + 1) = 2 .

(5.23)

(5.31)

which follows directly from the definition of correlation length

rfr/T(r)dr
J .
Here we do not make any assumption u to the value of s r (cf. 5.9). The relations between
scaling powers bj and a^ are established through the fluctuation theorem

Gap exponents A( and Aj are defined as
•

(5.32)

— "5T ~ (~0 '•
' (f)**V a '- 9 >

*<0
(> 0 .

(5.24)

using property (iii) of GHFs we obtain

(5.25)
from which we obtain

Note that for T >TC andfc= 0 all odd derivatives are zero. From Eq.(5.H)

/« h ) = (*•/««) = 1 + dbr + 2bh .

(5.33)

Then, since ( ~ t~"
v = -(*r/».)

(5.34)

Choosing ( = ("•• (or / = (-()" *«), we obtain
The correlation decay exponent tj is obtained from the Fourier transform of
Ai = A'i = A' = A = —

(5.26)
\

and

(5.35)

(5.27)

Finally the scaling form of free energy and magnetization can be written aa
g{t,h) w A|t| a ~ a Ki(Dpr^-)
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(5.2S)

we know (see Eq.(4.20)) that r(0,0,£) = r(fc) - ««-*, then using property (iii) of GHFs,
we would have (at t = 0, h = 0)
bk = -br
(5.36)
= 2 - d- l/br
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(5.37)

One also obtains
1 = —

+ dbr

{5.38)

from x{k = 0,t) = V(h = 0, t,k = 0) w I" 1 . The scaling laws involving i,u and n are
obtains from Eqs.(5.34), (5.36-5.38), for example (cf. Eq.(2.32))

and what mechanisms make them fail is explained by Fisher *T) in the framework of renormalization group.
Scaling hypothesis can be extended to explain the asymptotic behaviour of thermodynamic functions near the multkritical points. We refer the reader to the review
articles by Aharoni **' and Lawrie **' and the references cited therein.

(5.39)

= (2 - n)"

b.
The scaling form of correlation function T(h,t\r) and its Fourier transform T(h,t; k)
can be obtained from Eq.(5.30) and Eq.(5.35). We have

,«**(;/-»• if) =
Then,
(5.40)
and

(5.41)
Now, if in addition to homogeneity we assume that the correlation function scale*
as the square of magnetization (as we did when we wrote Eq.(5.12)) we obtain the following
relations
du = 2 - a = (I/a,)
(cf.Eq.{2.33))
(5.42)
(5.43)

Renormaliratlon group. Som« General Properties

Kadanoff's construction provides us with a simple picture. It leads to homogeneity and scaling laws. Wilson's Tenormalization group theory transforms Kadanoff's idea
into a systematic approach to study the phenomena near the critical point aa well as a
methodology for calculating the critical exponents °°)~ 03 ).
In every system, the microscopic hamiltonian involves all the degrees of freedom.
The thermodynamics of the system is obtained from the statistical operator t~>M. We
absorb —0 = -J^Y in the Hamiltonian and write the statistical operator as e". For a
system of N spins («i = ±1).

{»i} represent the possible configurations of spins and Jf (l) , Km . . . are the coupling constants. The partition function is the trace of the statistical operator over all configurations.
Now for the particular phenomena we are interested in, the short wavelength degrees of
freedom are not important and may be "removed" or integrated out in (V Kadanoff's
spin blocking is one way of removing them. One may also write the hamiltonain in terms
of Fourier components of «; which we denote by ^». On a d-dimensional lattice

These are called hyptrtcalinf law* (or two exponent equalities) as they are not obtained
from homogeneity hypothesis alone.
Example
Applying the GHF hypothesis to the Landau free energy and the Landau
correlation length £, one obtains
ak = 3/4
where from

s n = 1/4

1fi = - — ^ = 1/2
a(

a, = 1/2

6 = - ^ — =3
I — ah

br/bt = -1/2

a=2 -

= 0

To remove the short wave-length fluctuations 4>k, we should take a partial trace over
them. In order to retain somehow the idea of dividing the system into blocks, we assume
the existence of a cutoff momentum A (or a minimum length A~'). A is chosen such that
it is much greater than the lattice constant and at the same time much smaller than the
scale of all the physical phenomena of interest. The partial trace is then over 4>k with

i < K A.
We start from the microscopic Hamiltonian and integrate out all the fluctuations
4>k with k > A in the statistical operator e*. Then we obtain an effective Hamiltonian
devoid of all microscopic details

Note that hyperscating relations Bq.(S.42) and (5.43) hold exactly Tor 2-dimensional
Ising model and to a very good approximation for 3-dimensional king model. These relations do not apply to classical exponents unless d> 4. Why they fail at lower dimensions
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(5.44)
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Here the dependence of effective Hamiltonian on the coupling constants in not explicitly
written down, but the dependence on the cutoff A i> emphasised. The cuttoff A is an
inseparable part of the definition of the effective Hamiltonian. While the existence of A is
Important, its value is of no consequence in our theory, i.e. the theory is cutoff independent.
Examples on how an effective Hamiltonian can be constructed will be given later.
The effective Hamiltonian is characterized by a set of coupling constants or parameters. Each set of values of these parameters defines a point in a "Hamiltonian space".
The renormatiiation group operation Rf, is a transformation in the Hamiltonian space.
The initial effective Hamiltonian U.JJ ia renormaliied and a new effective Hamiltonian
W[sl is obtained. From now on we mean by U, the effective Hamiltonian #„// unless
otherwise stated. Zt consists of three steps:
(i) Integrating out the "spin" variables 4fc with the k vectors lying in the shell
£ < it < A in the statistical operator c*. This is a partial trace over (JV - N/L1') of
the spin variables, where JV is the number of degrees of freedom in the initial effective
Hamiltonian. In real space this operator corresponds to spin blocking.
(ii) Spatial rescaling the remaining wave vectors k <
k - *' = Lk

f i, is the correlation length of the renormaliied system.
Operator £&, of course, reduces the number of degrees of freedom. Such a reduction is most useful if it can be applied recursively. It is only then that a system with
manageable number of degrees of freedom may be expected after a number of iterations.
Therefore a proper effective Hamiltonian ia one which after renortnalitation operation looks
much the same as before and the difference is in the transformed coupling constants. Hence
the operation can be iterated

If we denote the set of the parameters characterizing U by {K) = {/C(l>, i f ( a ) , . . . }
{A"} = RL{K)
Now assume that {Kt}
after I iterations

= {K^, K^ ...} are the parameters of effective Hamiltonian
{Kt)

(5.45)

This corresponds lo r -» r' = j in real space. This operation brings the density of
degrees of freedom back to the original value, whkh simply means that the volume of the
transformed system ia shrunk by a factor £**.

= ZL^*L{K0}

where {Ko} corresponds to Initial effective Hamiltonian. We also have
(5-52)
Eq.(5.52) describe a set of functional equations, called returrion relations.

(iii) Rescaling the 'spin* fields in order to preserve the magnitude of spin fluctu-

(5-53)

(5-46)

This correspond" to Kadanoff's block spin rescaling «(r) -* «'(r) = a?i(r) Eq.(5.4).

The iteration of RL traces a trajectory in Hamiltonian space if £ is taken to be
slightly greater than unity. Th* trajectory i» called the "Hamiltonian flow". The fixed
point W is defined as a Hamiltonian satisfying

As a result of above operations we have
(5.47)

•"[

The step* (i), (ii) and (iii) leave the partition function invariant. It also leaves the symmetries of the system intact. If the initial effective Hamiltonian V was translationally
invariant, the renormalixed Hamiltonian M' Is also translationally invariant. It is also
obvious that under JE& the correlation length transforms as
(5.48)
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(5-51)

I timti

ation,
* * - # ! = <*L*k

(5.50)

= «•

RL{K'}

= {«"} .

(5.54)

(5.55)

For certain values of initial parameters {Kc} (or We, called critical HamiHonian) the repeated application of JSL flows to the fixed point
JifBjf.JeiWir,,}! = («•*}
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(556)

The fixed point Hamiltonian » "scale invariant", in other words X* itself is critical. Therefore the pair correlation function corresponding to fixed point Hamiltonian '»
long-ranged. All the Hamiltomans, i.e. the set of all {Kc} that go to a certain fixed point
define a lurfaee of critieality.
To see the nature of the critical point consider as an example a system with only
two coupling constants, say Jf<»> = -fiJ and K™ = fih •«>•">. According to Eq.(5.48)
£(Jf<l>,K(3>) = L£L. Now for a fixed temperature 0 and external field h, £ has a definite
value for a particular J. Assume that the system is initially slightly above to critical
temperature K(1> & K^KKW
= 0. Repeated application of RL increases the scale factor
L and decreases the correlation length. Decreasing £ L means moving away from the critical
point. Now if the system ia initially slightly below the critical pont Jf(l> Z AJ'1, increasing
the scale factor again decreases ( t , i.e. we are again moving away from the critical point
(Fig. 5.2). This means that the critical point corresponds to an unstable fixed point.
Fig. (S.3) illustrates the Hamiltonian flows in a larger Hamiltonian space. Physical line in
the Hamiltonian space is obtained by changing the temperature and keeping the original
parameters fixed.

Under the renormalization group operation, the pair correlation function transforms at
l
o:2r(l,{Jf'»

(5.57)

From the semi-group property of renorm&lization operation Eq.(5.49), we have
= a'LL,

(5.58)

which requires
a'L = L"

(5.59)

where x* is some number. Substituting into Eq.(5.57), we would have at the fixed point,

T(r; {K*}) = L^'Tiy; {K*}) .

(5.60)

it

P(r;{K*}) is long-ranged and we should presumably have

at the critical point. Since L is an arbitrary factor, one can choose ^ = 1, then

T{rt{K')) ~ |r|- a "

(5.61)

with

x. = l{d-2 + t)) .

(5.62)

Linearization: In the renormaliiation group approach every particular type of
criticality corresponds to a particular fixed point. We assume that deviations from criticality is related to deviations from the fixed point. Therefore the approach to criticality is
understood by studying the Hamillonian space in the vicinity of the corresponding fixed
point. Near a fixed point X* we write

Fig. 5.2
physical
line

and
surface of criticality
SX and 6)1' are assumed to be small. Now if in computing 6V we ignore O[SXi)t we
are in the linear regime; we have then a linear Hamiltonian space near X' and the linear
operator CL approximates JLL- The problem is reduced tofindingthe eigenoperators and
eigenvalues of the linear equations.
Fig. 5.3

+ 6X)
(5.63)
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Now if we w u m e that then exists a complete let of eigenopera.tors
(5.64)

the only parameter characterizing the phase transition point is temperature. The relevant
operators are magnetization Qm and energy QK, and the relevant fields are magnetic field,
f(fc ~ h, and reduced temperature (iB — (. Then from Eqs.(5.70) and (5.42)

Then

v =
(S.6S)
In phase transitions of higher order, more relevant fields appear in the Hamiltonian.

Using the semigroup property of

(5.66)
we can write

ML)

(5.67)

where X; is some number. From Eq.(5.65)

Now assume that some other operator <Jy, in addition to <?„, and QE, is relevant.
Under the iteration its corresponding field will grow and the Hamiltonian is carried away
from the fixed point. This flow may go either to a new more stable fixed point, with
different critical exponents, (i.e. a new type of criticality) or to regions in Hamiltonian
apace where the partition function has a thermodynamic instability representing a first
order phase traansition (say runaway trajectories). When a new fixed point is the sink
of the flow lines we speak of the erououer to a new type of criticatity ")••>••«). The
crossover exponent is defined as

(5.68)
{(?,} is a «et of basis operators whose average values are densities and M> (related to
{K}) are the corresponding conjugate fields. The m are in general different than the
experimental fields, they are called scaling fields. However, in the simple ferromagnets
because of the symmetry of phase diagram, they are directly related.
Under the renormalization operation, Gibbs potential transforms as

4>i - XJ/XE =

(5.72)

For relevant operators <f>j > 0 and n}t~*> will grow larger and larger as ( -» 0. The point
where

is usually called the crossover point.

(5.69)
Eq.(5.69) is merely the scaling hypothesis in terms of scaling fields. Eigenvalues
porportional to the scaling powers and hence determine the critical exponents,

c.

Recursion Relations and Critical Exponents:
Real Space Renormaliiation Group

(i) Decimation RtnoTmaiitation Group **>-*T>; A rimple example. Consider the
Ising model in one dimension
(5.70)

On the surface of critkality U = Ma and M = /*,-„. Eq.(S.M) can be written as
lim £j,Mv = M*. Now, if x,- < 0, the correspondingfieldmc tends to tero as it is repeatedly
renormalized. The operator Qi corresponding to this field is called an irrelevant operator.
If Xi > 0, ftic will grow larger and larger under iteration. Then to have both Eqs.(5.68) and
(5.56) satisfied one should have ft,-, = 0. Then the corresponding Qi a called a relevant
operator. Therefore all relevant fields vanish at the surface of criticality. If z,- = 0, Qi is
called a marginal operator. In simple magnets where the critical point happens at h = 0
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where fi = \(kBT is absorbed in K; JV is the number of spins. Divide the lattice into two
sublattices X and O (Fig. 5.4) and write the partition function as

(5.73)
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Now represent the spins on X-wbUttke by om, a = 2,4,... and those on O-sublattice by
»f, p = 1,3,5,,..; then sum over all {a) configurations

o

x-

1

2

-O
3

X4

-O
5

>~
6

Fig. 5.4
2 = \ " \

" (t(iir|+»in)(IT|it#i+»|«) ^

W I-}
J L
(7)

X

1

(5.74)

wi

-X
I

We have already removed half of the degrees of freedom. Now we may write
..

--0

0

J

Q— -

i

0

K

- x

O

(5.75)

(b)
Fig. 5.5

where
(5.76)

p(K)=
K'=-

2

In cosh 2 K

Let a represent the spins on the X-sublattice

(5.77)

Eq. (5.75) brings our "new* hamiltonian into the same form as the original one. The
partition function can be written as

spins j , ' , . . . , »< are the nearest neighboun of <?a. Now we sum over all <J-configurations

z(N,K) =
(5.78)

There are (AT/2) square brackets multipled together in Eq.(5.81). Bach of these brackets
can be written as

The free energy per spin for the "new" system is
g(K') = 2g{K) - In[2cosh1/a2lf|

(5.79)

K'(<i+<i-Hi+*«)-|-£~'r{*i+*>+**+**)l

where g(K) is the free energy per spin of the original system. Eq.(5.77) is the recursion
relation and may be written as
= « In cosh 2 Wj
2

(5.80)

This equation has two trivial fixed points K' = 0 and K* - oo and no non-trivia] fixed
point. The system has no phase transitions at T / 0.
In two dimensions we consider a square lattice and again divide it into two sublattices X and O (Fig.5.5).
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There are nearest neighbour (on the O-sublattke) contributions of ttsj type both from
a and 0 sites. « t and s s are not nearest neighbours on the O-sublattice and /C*1' is the
corresponding coupling constant, if (3) is the four spins coupling constant. The partition
function is given by

p(*(" E
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and Xi = inAj/lnL we have *a < 0 i.e. the field corresponding to next nearest coupling is
an irrelevant field. However xt = xy > 0 ie relevant, and since L— yj2 (Fig.5.5), v = 0.64.
The exact value
\tv=\.

where I,J, etc. run over the "new lattice" sites and

; ln(cosh4K) - i ln(cosh2K)
B

and

2

p{K) = 2|(eosh2X)4cosh4if]1/1

(5.83)

(5.84)

Eq.(5.82) indicates that higher order couplings should have been Included into
the original hamiltonian. The decimation transformations would then have become very
complicated. One should make some approximation to render them more manageable. A
rough approximation is obtained if we assume that K is small (i.e. temperature is very
high) and four spins coupling Jf(3) is always negligible. Then we have
= 2/f3

The simple decimation discussed above hat a major shortcoming an a renormalization group transformation. It does not involve spin reseating operations; the new spins
are chosen to be equal to the original ones. Consider the pair correlation function T(r).
At the fixed point
Since F decays as r3~d"> at the critical point, Eq.(5.88) implies that either I" = 0 or
^3-d-q _ 1 ; t n t t j , j n ginjpie decimation either n = d - 2 or no fixed point hamiltonian
exists. But we know that IJ is, in general, not equal to 2 — d,
Wilson and others have introduced a slightly more sophisticated scheme in order to remove the above difficulty. Let us initially have N spins * interacting through
hamiltonian M(a). There are 2N configurations for these spins. Now assume that the
new hamiltonian #'(ji) involves AT' new spins n with 2s' configurations. The decimation
transformation T{n, s) maps the initial system into the new one,
)

If, however, a small next nearest coupling is introduced at the outset, then
are our initial parameters and the following relations are obtained

(5-89)

and
In order to have the partition function invariant under this transformation, we should have
l
(5.85)

The non-trivial fixed point of Eq.(5.85) is given by

(5.90)

T{fi,a} is an arbitrary function of its arguments subject to condition Eq.(5.90). The
simplest choice adopted by Wilson is of the form
(5.91)

3

v

where / runs over the new lattice sites. 7 is analogous to the spin resealing factor. Then,
one has
r(r,K*) = «- a r(L- l r,K*)
(5.92)

Linearizing Eq.(5,85) about this fixed point, one obtain*

(5.86)

at the fixed point. In order to have a non-trivial fixed point we should choose the particular
value

, = Ll*-*+*W

Then we have
(5.87)
'

"

(5.93)

Using this approach on a square lattice with L = \/2, Wilson has obtained the following
recursion relations to the lowest orders in /f<1' and

with eigenvalues

2+v/JO
Ai-Ar-

3

_ 2~VJ0
,

73

A2-

3

1+1 - 9 K1
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(5.94)

Eq.(5.94) shows a. strong dependence of 4 on if*1'* at thefixedpoint [q1 = \+\f{K* + l)/K').
One can show that by taking higher orders into account this dependence becomes weaker
and weaker. Wilson's results at sufficiently high orders of coupling constants (n « 0.2497
and v = 0.998) show excellent agreement with the exact values *T>.
(ii) Block Spin Renormatization Group: This method originally due to Niemejer
and Van Leeuwen M>, is a direct realisation of Kadaaoff'a idea, of spin blocking. Block spin
renormalisation group, like decimation RG, has been mostly applied to low dimensional
lsing systems. It can be most easily discussed on a triangular lattice with blocks consisting
of three lsing spins. Here we follow rather closely the elementary and clear presentation
of Ravndal ••>.

<

a

*

Fig. 5.6(a)

Consider the n.n. Ising hamiltonian

on a triangular lattice Fig.5.5. Our hamiltonian space consists of two parameters
K = (K,h). Now we draw triangular blocks a* shown in Fig. 5.6a. The block system also
forms a triangular lattice Fig. S.Ob. The sites of the original lattice are denoted by i,j
etc., and those of the block system by I,J etc. Each block consists of three spins.

Fig. 5.6(b)
Blocking of triangular lattice.
b) New lattice.

a) Original lattice with with tpin blocks hatchtd;

We assign a block spin S, to each site / in the block system, using the "spin
majority rule",
S, =
(5.95)
where «f (t = 1,2,3) is the spin on site . within block / . St = + 1 when two or three spins
within the block / are "up" and St = - 1 when two or three spins are "down". There
are four internal degrees of freedom (or spin configurations) corresponding to each value
of S, = + 1 or S, = - 1 . We denote these configurations by the variable a',' lor instance
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when Si = +1, we have

rlTT « = i
- J U T «=*
f
" i m «=3
UtT in terms
«- = *of Sj and oj
The *et of atl spin configurations is expressed

(5.96)

aa {St,of}.

where the average < . . . >0 to taken with respect to the "unperturbed" hamiltonian No
(< ° >o= E ^ , ) <**<»/ £ ( . , ( « * • ) • The factor E ^ e x p ^ o in Eq.(S.lOO) is easily calculated

Then the

partition function may be written a*

(5.101)
where N' is the number of blocks and
(5.97)

is,,*,)

(5.102)

where W(S/,cr;) is V(5;) written in terms of the new variables. The hamiltonian of the
block system Y'(5/) is given by

The factor < exp ViBt > 0 in Eq.(5.100) can be written as a cumulant expansion
In < expNtnt > 0 = < Mirt > „ + - [ < *?,, > 0 - < tfilrt >JJ + . . .

(5.98)

l00

'
(5.103)

From Eqs.(5.JO0) and (5.103) we obtain
If'(5/) is free from all the details internal to blocks, and depends on a new set of parameters
K'. To find K' aa a function of K, one should carry out the summation in Eq.(5.98). Let
us write
*{St,

OI)

= tf(*) = K T

« » , + h V *,

i

ie

=

>0 +i

N'\nZ0(K)+

The first term on the right hand side of Eq.(5.1O3) m Independent of Sr and contributes
only to the regular part of the free energy. The simplest approximation is obtained by
truncating the series Eq.(5.1O4) from the second order onwards, keeping < Mim > 0 only.
Since the original hamiltonian contains only nearest neighbour interactions, the only nonzero contributions of K^2i?j*i*j
term in # l n l come from arrangements such as the one
shown in Fig. 5.7. We then have

(5.99)
where "unperturbed" hamiltonian

(5.105)
<••»

• Hint > 0 =

includes only the interactions between the spins within the block I. Perturbation )tiru
contains the interactions between the blocks as well as the contribution from the external
field. Now the summation Eq.(5.98) can be written as

*{ >o

,

where
>0
>o

exp W'(S,) = Y. « P "o exp * „ ,
and

>0
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(5.100)

(S.106)

sf >„=

(K)
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(5.107)

Now for Sj = ± 1 , summing over the configurations {ffj} (see Eq.(5.96)) one obtains
(independent of i)

< •/ >»

o-V*

+ *-K)Sj

(5.108)

substituting from Eqs.(5.106)-(5.108) into Eq.(5.103) we obtain (neglecting the constant
term)

(
We have then the following recursion relations

Fig. 5.8
Nearest, next nearest and third neighbour block interaction*.
(5.109)
To improve the results, the first step to take is to try the the second order
perturbation ^(< )(?„, >o - < *in* >o)- O n e ">""»ld then evaluate expressions such

where

Eq.(5.109) has two fixed points (i) K* = k* = 0 which is trivial and corresponds
to Tc = oo, and (it) K* = 0.34,fc*= 0. Linearizing about this second fixed point, one
obtains
tKl+l\_fl.fi2
0 \(6K,\
\(6K,
} - \ 0 2.n)\6h
)\ t)
The eigenvalues are AT = 1.62, Afc = 2.12, as compared to the exact values A r = 1.73 and
AA. = 2.80.

which turn out to be zero unless pairs (ij) and (k,l) have a block in common. Then only
three blocks are involved and contributions cotne from the arrangements shown in Fig.S.8.
A close inspection shows that Fig.5.8a contributes to the nearest neighbour coupling between the blocks, while Figs.5.8b-d contribute to the next nearest and third neighbour
interactions. This implies that nnn and 3rd neighbour couplings should have been included in the original hamiltonian

nti

nun

3rd R

The eigenvalues of the linearised renormalization group transformation show some substantial improvement
Ai = AT = 1.7835 Aa = 0.2286,

A s = -0.1156 Ah = 3.03 ,

As and A$ are irrelevant.
There are several approximation methods for real space renormalization group
other than the simple decimation and the block spin techniques discussed above. These
methods have proved to be applicable to a wide variety of problems.
Fig. 5.7
Ntantt neighbour block interaction generated by nearest neighbour tile interaction.

Migdal's method 0G| is an extension of decimation RG for d-dimensional Ising
model which combines bond-moving and decimation operations. KadanofT's lower-bound
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variational transformation M),toi).i«n) include! a parameter p In the weight function (cf.
Eq. 5.89)
«• *1 - TT
which is adjusted in such a way that optimises the free energy at a given fixed point. The
p -* oo limit of the above transformation corresponds to Niemejer and Van Leeuwen's spin
majority rule, Eq.(S.95). Kadanoff's approach is applicable to d > 2 Ising model, as well
as the Ising systems (such as Bliune-Capel model) displaying tricritkal behaviour 103>.
Some of the results obtained by this method are given in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1
hing model exponent* according to Kadanoff'$ variational method i0 *'
Critical exponents
6

d-1

rf

1.988
15.04

have a Taylor expansion in **, reflecting the symmetry of the original hamiltonian. We
then have effectively a reduced hamiltonian V,

+ W[s)
(5.110)
Here we have kept only the terms up to the fourth order in t. This reflects, in a certain
sense, the sharp spin length cutoff in the original system with two spin states. (Note that
«< = — j corresponds to the case of having two maxima at t = ±1. One can however argue
that the final results should be independent of the original choice of "coupling constants"
if the universality is to hold.) We may then write

x = K £ «(.>(.• + 6) - \

= 3 d= 4
1.8ST
4.604

2

1.065
2.00

•.*

where 6 is the vector connecting nearest neighbour pain.
Tricritkal
Now neglecting the very short wavelength part of the hamiltonian, we have, in
the continuum limit » -> z, «(i) -* a(x) (after some simple *(x)-rescaling algebra)
2 — a, = dv,

1.113
26.59
0.4448

(5

Swendson 104 ' and other* l0 *' have combined the Monte Carlo simulations and
real space RG and have obtained very good result* for 2~ and 3-dimensional Ising systems.
Monte Carlo RG has also been applied with considerable success to trkritical models.
For a detailed discussion of real space renonnalisation groups as well as the
references to the original articles see Burlchardt and Van Leeuwen 106) d.

where r = *frffiJ; r carries with it the temperature dependence through K. a is the
original lattice distance. In the momentum space

A is some momentum cutoff (say J ) . We then have
2

GLW-Model and e-Expajjsion

i) Continuaiu Spin Model. In this subsection we construct the continuous counterpart of the Ising model, and then investigate its critical behaviour using renormalisation
group ideas. Consider an Ising model on a d-dimensional lattice

*=*£*(.>(/)

«(.') = ±1

We let the spin length vary continuously; we also introduce a weight function W(«) in the
Bolttmann factor to restrict the fluctuations of the spin length. W{a) may be chosen to
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with all Jk's less than cutoff A {t, are meant to be d-dimensional vectors). Hamiltoniuis (5.112) and (5.113) are called *4-model or GLW (Ginsburg-Lanau-Wibon) effective
hamiltonian.
ii) Perturbation Approach B0 )' Bl ). One way to realise the renormaliiation group
transformation Eq.(5.47)
(5.47)

n
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ii to develop a "perturbation" series. The hamiltonian is divided into "free" and "perturbation" parts. The integration in Eq. (4.47) m carried over the Gelds <t>t with £ < k < A.
Therefore it ia quite appropriate to introduce the following notation:

The term lnZ 0 , being a constant, is discarded. In all cases of interest Ma(o) is
chosen to be a quadratic function of fields o\ the averages < . . . > o are then Gaussian
integrals with some simple graphical interpretation *.
Now expanding In < expWj n( >o in powers of N;nt and collecting the terms of

0

(5.1H)

+k

An JV-dimensional Gaussian integral is a generalization of ordinary one dimensional inte-

*<£

0

The hamiltonian X[4) can then be written as

(5U8)

(5.115)
Vo is the "free" part, depending only on o[k), and the "perturbation" part Xint depends
on both o(k) and 4>{k) fields. M\4(k)\ is a function only of the spin fields with Jfc < £.
Therefore, when taking the partial trace in Eq.(5.4T), e*l*<*M is factored out,

Here T is an JV x N matrix and 4 some JV-dimensional vector variable. It can also be

shown that

The Gaussian average of the product < <l>k<l>i > >• defined as

n

n/

Ar(fc) exp Jfok(t)] exp *„<[*(*).
(5.116)

To evaluate this average we differentiate Eq.(5.119) twice w.r.t. ay and «i and then set
a — 0, then

(cf. 5.100) where < . . . >o means that the averaging is taken w.r.t. Vo over the fields
?(*)(£ < k < A) and

=(r-1)u.

(5.120)

We call this pair product average a contraction and denote it by <t>kfa. By the same proces

• <*<*

of repeated differentiation one can simply prove that if

is a constant term independent of 4>(k). Taking logarithm from both sides of Eq.(5.116),
we have

'= f

(5.117)
is a product of an even number of variables 4> then
< Gi,j,...,n >= sum of all possible contractions of pairs of ^;, ...<

Example : < 4>i fa 4>s <t>4 > =

= ( r - l ) i » ( r - < ) 3 * + (ir- 1 )i>(it < - I )« + ( i r - 1 ) » ( i r ~ %
(5.121)
For a more detailed discussion of Gaussian integrals see Ravndal **' and Wilson °°'.
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B4

b) a solid line _£— (with £ < * < A) denoting a Tree propagator*

the n n e order, we have (cf. Eq. 5.103)
In < raptf^ > 0 = < Muu >o +jf f< **„, >o -

h h ***>o ~3

o|
(S.126)
>o + 2

In the graphical representation (see below) it b easily Men that in all orders of perturbation,
the disconnected graph* in < #?„, > 0 and < Uf^ > etc. are exactly cancelled by the graphs
of < *<„, >j} and (2 < Vinl >jj - 3 < *,„« > 0 < J&, >o) etc. 0I». Hence we can write

Consider a term like \~dT.^*^(<lt)<t>{<ti)o(ki)a{k-2)6{ql + & + fc, + fcj); it corresponds to a graph like

Y

. A Gaussian averaging over the fields with £ < * < A

(a "contraction") leaves us with a graph having two free legs (or external lines), i.e.

In < exp Uint >o = < Xtm > « +~ < >&« > « +JJ < >&, > „ + . . .

i<<< z>

where c denotes that only connected graphs are to be taken into account (Linked Cluster
Theorem). Now Eq.(5.117) may be written as

>n

<*.<*

(5.122)

(5.123)
New we write the hamiltonian Eq.(5.113) as

where

The graphs contributing to the first order term in < W,'",1 > « , Eq.(5.123), are all
of this type. (There are also graphs like V< with no free legs, in < #;„< > „ . These graphs,
however, contribute only to the regular part of the free energy and need not concern us
here.) Since there are six ways to contract four legs, we have also a factor of 6 appearing
in the final result. Leaving the rescaling operations aside for time being, we have

(5.124)

(5.125)
and Mint consnta of tt4-term» of mixed e and ^ fields. (There is also a u4 part consisting
of pure o fields.)
The graphical representation of Eq.(5.123) is now straightforward. We define the
following symbols:

V1
a) a vertex

Y

denoting the perturbation -V.»i. Each of the four legs in a

*. *>
vertex represents a field <j> or o carrying the corresponding momentum. B(ki + k2 + k3 + k4)
guarantees the momentum conservation on each vertex.

(5.127)

is called the first order contribution to "self energy". One can continue and
contract the higher order terms of Eq. 5.123 in such a way that only two free legs are left
out (graphs like - 0 - - ) and obtain the higher order contributions to self-energy. Now
substituting Eq.(5.127) into Eq.(5.I23) and rescaling the free fields, 4>{k) -» aL4>{Lk], we
will have to the first order in 114
+ 12^4 | t i < + . . . )

l

(*>

where T^jL) = r + (£)*. At is independent of *. Now, if we require the coefficient of k'
in r(~t'. to be 1 as in the original hamiltonian, the spin rescaling factor at, is determined,
r-rf-3 =_ 1
86
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(5.128)

(5.129)

aL =
We will then have T^ 1 = r1 + ** and

this coupling constant grows steadily with repeated application of the transformation. If,
however, we treat c as a continuous parameter, and if we assume uj to be non-xero and
of order of e, the J4 3 U^ term in Eq.(5.132) can check the growth of u« perturbation

(5.130)
The < Xini(<f,4>)'2 > „ term in Eq.(5.123) is also evaluated in a similar way.
One should take two vertices

¥

Y

and contract over the internal fields o[k). Its

{L* = 1 + clnL +...). Then Eqs. (5.130) implies that r* is also of the order or e. This
new non-trivial fixed point is directly found from Eqs. (5.130) and (5.132),

contribution to 114-tenn of V comes from the graphs with four external lines )O(i there
are 2 x 6 x 6 ways to obtain this graph. Therefore
(5.133)
Ax is evaluated using Eq. (5.126)
where
(5.131)
Substituting in Eq.(5.123) and retelling 4>(k)

, we obtain
where Kd = 2l1-d)*-d/1/T[d/2).

1 Aa

putting in aj, from (5.129)

d. Eqs. (5.130) and (5.132) are recursion relations for the GLW-model.

,

AL « lnX/8ir3

(5.132)

= L' [t>4 - 36/4 3 «J + .
where t =4-

When r ~ e, At and At (Eq. 5.131) are found to be '

Now solving Eq. (5.133), the fixed point is found to be

The perturbation expansion Eq.(5.123) will generate terms with six spin fields
(coupling constant u«) and more. One can, however, argue that these terms are not
important as far as the ordinary critical points are concerned *°K
Recursion relations, Eqs. (5.130) and (S.132), have one trivial fixed point uj =
r* = 0, called Gaussian fixed point. Gaussian model is defined by Eq. (S.I 13) with u* = 0.
The model is exactly solvable U )- M ); Its recursion relation is simply given by

(5.134)
to the order of £.
Linearizing Eqs. (5.130) and (5.132) about this fixed point we obtain,

with thefixedpoint r* = 0. In Gaussian model successive application of RG transformation
does not generate higher order couplings and the hamiltonian remains Gaussian. One can
easily show that for Gaussian model
1
u=-t

„ d
ij=0, a = 2 - - ,

,

n

7=1,

iii) c-expansion M)>>01), Gaussian fixed point is unstable to a ti<|^|4 perturbation.
Starting with a small u< term, one has u't ~ L*u« (Eq. 5.132): for c > 0, i.e. d < 4,
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The eigenvalues are

rf+2
6=j~^
= L

88

So we have

:

1

(5.135)

however is an irrelevant eigenvalue. Note that Eq.(5.124) implies that fj = 0; then
a = 2-dv

= - .
6

(5.136)

In three dimensions [c = It!) Eqs. (5.135) and (5.136) give
1/ft*0.58,

a a 0.17

which compare* rather well with the series results v = 0.64 and a = 0.12. The results
improve considerably when one goes to higher orders in e (see below).
We noticed earlier that the Gaussian fixed point is unstable to any vt perturbation when d < 4. The physics of the system is then generated by the Ising fixed point,
Eqs.(5.134). When d > 4 however, the Gaussian fixed point turns out to be the important
one and the corresponding exponents rule the behaviour of the system.
So far we have only discussed the Ising case (n = 1) where 0 is a scalar field.
The generalization of the hamiltonian Eq. (5.113) to the case of an n-component field ^
(n-vector model) a straightforward,

i=l

km ij=l

1.347 + 0(r*) for Heisenberg (n = 3) model, which compares well with 7 = 1.38 ± 0.01
of the series estimates. The dependence of critical behaviour, only on n and d (for short
range interactions) is obvious in Table 5.2.
The n-dependence of critical behaviour has been studied by Abe and Htkatnil0*'
using another method called ^-expansion. £ expansion is basically an expansion of critical
exponents about their spherical model) n = 00, Sec. 3d) values; much as the c-expansion
may be considered to be an expansion about the classical limit. Discussion of this powerful
technique is beyond the scope of these introductory lectures. We only mention here that
^-expansion is analysed in the framework of renormaliiation group by Ma and others " ' .
e-expansion and other renoramlixation group techniques have been applied to
the diverse phenomena of the critical state. Avdeeva and Migdal ll0 > and Breiin et al
I0
*> worked out the full equation state near the critical point in e-expansion. Riedel and
Wegner M l ' investigated the tricritica) phenomena using Wilson's approximate recursion
relation °°'. At TCP, 4>* term (with coupling constant u«) in the effective hamiltonian is
dominant and the critical dimensionality is 3 (cf. Gimburg criterion for TCP, Sec. 4c)
c-expansion is then an expansion about d = 3(e — 3 — d). For d > 3 critical behaviour is
classical (augmented by logarithk corrections). In d < 3 the behaviour is non-classical and
an c-expansion can be developed to calculate the trkritkal exponents and ivestigate the
crossover phenomena °°) 1 1 2 ). For a review of TCP see Ref. 89. The effect of anisotropies,
the appearance of multicritka) points and the crossover between different types of criticality are extensively studied by Fisher, Pfeuty, Aharoni, Nelson and others MS) using
renormaliiation group methods. Ref. 114 reviews these topics as well as the problem of
long-range forces and dipolar interactions m ' .

where » and j run over the components of £. To derive the recursion relations one follows exactly the previous steps. The difference is only in the coefficients and comes in
when contraction over components of ^'a is effected. A contraction over • and j leaves
a single summation over the component indices, which multiplies the contribution of the
cormponding graph by 4 factor of n. One obtains finally the following recursion relations

«; = L'|u 4 + 4(n + 8)XjuJi

Table 5.2
e-expansion of critical exponents

(5.137)

The critical exponents c and IJ corresponding to the non-trivial fixed point of above
recursion relations are obtained as
1,.

son

00)

n+2

—+

£%

J

4(n + 8)
-*%&**+•
i + 2)(2t» + : ) .

The exponents of n-vector model are calculated to orders of e1 and c 3 by Wil, Brexin et al. loi * and others (Table 5.2). In three dimensions (c = 1) t 89

90

.•-..»..

To make the long Ifct short, we refer the reader to K.G. Wilson's Nobel lecture ' ls>
which not only contains a fairly complete list of references (until 1983) to almost all aspects
of renormalixation group method and its applications to critical phenomena, but it is also
an excellent introduction to the subject.

•»„
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